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The American College
Theatre Festival continues today and tomorrow with the best college
drama New England has
to off~r_. See story page 17 ..
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'Don't •divest':
commit tee says
•

frustrating that they (the subBy W. Glenn Stevens
UNH should continue with committee) came out with the
their investments in South same policy," she added.
"We will divest immediately
Africa. This was the recommenclarion given by a sub-committee if companies do not comply with
the basic human rights articles
of the University System of New
Hampshire's Board of Trustees in the Sullivan principles,"
Weldon said.
last Friday.
The Sullivan principles is a
The committee's recommendation was followed by accusa- list of basic human rights established in the late seventies
tion and protest from members
of UNH's much publicized as a means of rating existing
organization, People for a Free South African companies racist
postures.
South Africa.
South African companies are
PFSA members lobbied all of
last semester for a tOtal UNH currently being rated by indedivestment from companies pendent companies as to how
dealing with South Africa be- well they comply with the
cause of South Africa's system Sullivan principles. A list of the
of racial segregation called best rated companies will then
apartheid. The USNH currently be made available to· USNH
has over four million dollars of members.
"We will not buy in companinvestments in South Africa.
James P. Weldon, the USNH ies that are not listed," said
trustee who drafted the recom- Weldon. "This is how we will
mendation said, "If we pull out control the moral standpoint,"
(all UNH investments) it will he added.
"It is not addressing the issue
leave a void, we will then have
of morality and it's not addressto authoritative voice in South
UNH President
ing the issue of socially respon- Members of the anti-apartheid group People for a Free South Africa confronting
Africa."
photo)
Rich
(Cindy
week.
this
Hall
Thompson
in
office
his
outside
Haaland
Gordon
"Leaving a void is a silly thing sible investment," Lamarre said.
"The Sullivan Principles are
to say," said PFSA charter
member Babette Lamarre. "By simply there to validate US
divesting you are joing an involvement in South Africa,"
international movement to put said PFSA member Lynne Sulpressure on the South African livan.
Student Body President
government," she said.
When the group filed into and the questions weren't ansBy Bryan Alexander
In addition to the sub- Deanne Ethier said, "The rrusOver 50 students occupied the Thompson Hall at two o'clock wered."
committee's recommendation tees studied it for a month and
"We asked how. a u'niversity
outer office of University Pres- they were joined by students
of continued investment, they a half, I feel they made the right
ident Gordan Haaland, Wed- from other local colleges, in- which seeks for truth and freealso recommended tighter res- decision."
nesday, to protest the University cluding Keene State and Ply- dom can justify investing in
"We're more determined that
trictions on companies that the
of New Hampshire's mouth. Together they entered apartheid, a system which deSystem
"I
USNH is still doing business we are mad," said Lamarre.
continued financial involvement Haaland' s outer office to deliver nies freedom."
think people are going to see
with.
"We asked how the trustees
with companies doing business their anti-apartheid message.
"Nothing has changed,' said a lot of activism on this campus
As the group squeezed into could use the Sullivan principles
~L~a~m~ar~r~.e~--··~w~e~t~h~i~n~k~i~~~·s~r~e~a~ll~~in~th_e~n_e_x_r_fe_w~w_e~e~k~s~.·-·~~~~ in the apartheid govetnment
the lobby, organizer Rick Kohn
to hide behind the fact ·that they
of South Africa.
Six of the protesters refused read a prepared statement have money divested in South
Africa ... "
to leave the premises at the end which explained their actions.
"In November and December
"Our words fell upon deaf
of the working day. According
ears," Kohn continued ..We had
to one protester, Babette La- we met with different commitno alternative, we have tried
marre, the students wished to tees of the UNH board of
our
presented
we
and
trustees
diplomatic and conven.:.
every
-continue making a statement.
tional means to convince them.
"It was either arrest us or let argument as to why they should
divest," the statement read. "We
We have moved on to this son
us stay,"Lamarre said.
of protest."
Haaland granted the students were allowed to talk to them,
heard
they
that
said
they
and
Work continued as usual in
request and allo~ed them to
the President's office despite
spend the night in his outer us, but we don't think that .they
listened. We didn't have any
office.
PROTEST page 11
discussion. We asked questions

PFSA students invade T- Hall

New advising center planned

Students lining up at registration this week. (Ronit Larone
photo)

By Jessica Wilson
Last year, in response to
repeated complaints from faculty and students that Academic Advising at UNH was inade.,
quate, a Presidential Task Force
was formed to address the
problem. This year, after an
initial investment of $50,000,
a new on-campus advising cen-

ter is in the making.
The new center's main concern will be the advising of
students with undeclared majors. Through an ongoing relationship between student and
advisor, the center will try to
make a student's natural process
of defining and redef~ning his
goals as efficient as possible.
The center will encourage s~11=

dents to use all of the UNH
resources available to them.
It will also facilitate internal
transfers between colleges and
provide information about options such as field study or
semesters abroad. Issues involving a student's future direction,
ADVISING page 11
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Simpson: sixfeen.ye arsentry
By.Jes§ica Wilson
they arrive, Simpson removes
If you were ever an anxious the orange cone from their
high school graduate, touring reserved parking spot, promcolleges and fearing rejection, ising to hold it for them as long
you'll know why UNH regards as they're here . Sometimes he
Ed Simpson as a valuable em- can even greet visitors by name
ployee. Ed Simpson is the park-· by checking an out-of-state
ing lot attendant for Thompson license plate against the homeHalt For the last sixteen years towns on his list. "Parents are
he's he~n greeting up to 40 very appreciative of my meeting
· prospective students a day with them," Simpson said. "They say
a warm welcome to UNH, a they· don't get that at other
parking spot just for them, and places."
Simpson works every other
the offer of hot coffee and
doughnuts inside Thompson week at UNH, "or else I'd make
Hall.
· too much money," and his social
Ed Simpson is the first face security checks would stop. He
many students see at UNH, and is retired from the Navy, were
first impressions are important he served 20 years. He spent 12
of those years as a recruiter. "I
for prospective students.
· Every morning at eight, Simp- enjoy meeting people, and.I'm
son picks up from the Admis- the type that does meet people,"
sions Office a list naming the he said~
'Tm very impressed with the
prospective students who will
bevisitiog UNH that day. When young_ people and parents that

come here," said Simpson. "The
students that have worked with
me always come back and visit.
President Haaland stops by
every mor11ing and says hello.
Y 9u come by too next time
you' re in the lot!" he said.
Simpson is jolly, although his
job is cold in winter and hot in
the summer. "I dress accordingly-it's no problem," he said.
Inside his tiny booth "all I need ·
is a radio-it's pretty busy."
Simpson is constantly juggling parking spots for short
term business. He also has to
make sure that fire exits and
restricted areas ~re kept open.
Still, Simpson will usually let
a student stand without paying
a quarter while they "run in for
just a minute," and he will
always have time to lean against
the fender of the nearest car and
oass the time of ~ay.

Grad program for all ages
. By Lisa Karakostas
This weekend 50 executive
MBA students will return to the
UNH campus to attend classes
at the New England Center far
Continuing Education. The students are professional people
working toward their Masters
Degree in Business Adminis.
ttation.
The unique two-year program
allows the MBA students to earn
their degrees without interrupting their career. The program
begins each year with a full week
of instruction after which classes

are held every other weekend.
The weekend program is
viable alternative to ·evening
continuing education programs
which can take up to five years
to complete. Students can apply
concepts they are learning from
the .program to their jobs.
"It's a very high quality
program," said Linda Sprague,
director of ·r he executive programs. "Students pass right by
other universities to come here,"
.
she said.
Last year there were more
than 400 inquiries about the

a

program, according to Assistant · This booth, and its veteran occupant Ed Simpson, are a familiar
Dean o(rh-e Whittemore School sight to visitors to Thompson Hall. (Ronit Larone photo)
George Abraham .. un1y LJ ap~
plicants are accepted each year,
however. Sprague said there are rained financial backing from in the program. MBA students
come from as far away as Veralready five students accepted their companies.
mont and Connecticut to attend ·
gruela
it's
participants,
"For
year.
for next
Most of the executive stu~ ing two years," Sprague said. the program and open houses
den.ts have families and all have Participants attend a full day are held in Portland and White
jobs yet they earn the same of classes on Friday and Satt· ..day River Junction for interested
degree as someone attending and are required· to stay in the professionals, according to
.
the University full-time for two Adams Residential Tower Fri- Sprague.
The program has been in
day night. All University facilyears.
Their jobs range from com- ities, such as the art .galleries, existence since 1981. In that
pany managers to company University theaters and library time only ten students have
presidents and most have ob- are open to students enrolled dropped out, 65 have graduated.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Perr~

acquitted

· Jonah Perry was acquitted of assaultfog and
~ttempting to rob plainclothes Officer Lee Van
Houten. Perry's 17-vear-old brother Edmund, an
honors student at Phillips Exeter Academy, was
fatally shot by Van Houten during the mCldent.
After four hours of deliberation, the jury in the
State Supreme Court in Manhattan announced that
Perry, ·a 19-year-old Cornell University sophomore,
was found not guilty of mugging Officer Van Houten
in Morningside Heights in Harlem last June 12.
Van Houten was. absolved of any wrong doing
last summer by a grand jury's decision.
The Perry family is black; Officer Van Houten
·is white.

200 protest shanty
destruction
Yesterday 200 students and faculty members
occupied the offices of Dartmouth College and vowed
to stay indefinitely to protest the destruction of
a shantytown built to pr'o test South Africa's racial
policies.
The Protestors demanded the suspension of
students who destroyed three shanties on the college
green Tuesday. The college refused.
The Dartmouth Committee to Beautify the Green
Before Winter Carnival claimed responsibility for
·
the shanties' destruction.

Abortion advocate
excommunicate d

-Hotel·fire -kills 38

The head of Rhode Island's Planned Parenthood
organization was. excommunicated from the Roman
An early morning fire in a 10-story luxury hotel
Catholic Church by Diocese of Providence in June
in New Delhi, India, killed 38 people including . but it first became public Wednesday.
one American, according to officials.
Mary Ann Sorrentino said the Church excomA U.S. Embassy spokesman said a second
municated her for activities it said caused "the sinful
termination of human life."
American eas critically injured in the blaze at the
Siddharth Intercontinental Hotel.
Sorrentino said, 'Tm a. Catholic and always will ·
Survivors said no alarm was given and the hotel 'be a Catholic. .. I can sit and my living room and
staff and fire department were not fully prepared
talk to God. I don't need their church."
for an evacuation.

·Rings at $3,000 each
The team that wins Su.e_er Bowl XX will be g_iven
90 rings by the Na~ional Football League (NFL).
The NFL will pay a base price of $3,000 a piece
for the rings. The winning team must pay any extra
money needed to buy a Super Bowl ring.
Most Super Bowl winners spend more than $3,000
for each ring. Plus, the company supplying the rings
does so at a huge discount.

Trashbag_s for Su.p er
Bowl Sunday
The S.T.Y.L.E. (Stop Trashing Your Living
Environment) Committee and UNH Facilities
Services are planning to 'c ut down on litter this
weekend with the student population's help.
Trashbags, one for every room on campus, will
be distributed by Resident Assistants (RAs) before
the Patriots beat the Bears on Sunday.
The S.T.Y.L.E. Committee and UNH Facilities
Services ask that students use the trashbags to carry
their trash to any of the many dumpsters on campus.
This Super Bowl trashbag distribution is part
· of an on-going campaign to keep the University
beautiful, litter free, and in S.T.Y.L.E.

USNH cost rise less than
average
Across the nation college students paid an average
7 percent increase to attend state colleges and
universities. Prices in the University of New
Hampshire System rose only about 5 percent.
The cost to attend UNH is higher than the
national average for state universities, even though
the increase in costs to attend UNH and its branch
co1leges was less than the national average.

Pond dredged for
Belanger case

Portsmouth Police are dredging a Banfield Road
Pond in search of clues in the Tammy Belanger
case, confirmed Assistant Attorney General Robert
·
Muh yesterday morning.
· Tammy Belanger was last seen walking to the
Lincoln Street Elementary School in Exeter on Nov.
13, 1984. There are no clues as to her whereabouts.

The Ins and Outs of '86
According to the January issue of W magazine,
Carina Quasha, The Golden Palominos, brussel
sprouts, lawns, and the cowpunk look are In.
Cats, award shows, bowties, and cactus are Out.
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$300,0 00 spruce up
in offing for MUB
By Erika Randmere
of February and will last three
The Memorial Union Build- weeks. Fourteen thousand aluming (MUB) will be undergoing ni from the years 1979-85 are
repairs following a major fund- targeted for phone calls.
"By next year, Homecoming,
raising campaign which is now
taking place. The nearly 30- the campaign should end,"said
year-old MUB needs improve- Onore. "The money: raised will
ments "most notably in aesthet- be going directly into the buildic things," according to Jeff ing and not into administraOnore, director of the MUB and tion," added Onore.
"The private dollars help to
student activities.
Onor:e said renovation costs enhance programs which aren't·
are "not easy to pay our of the normally in the budget,"sai"d
student MUB fee and through Lamb,"to· make the quality
goods for .sale." The MUB runs better."
"It's kind of neat having
on a $ i.5 million yearly budget
supported evenly by the student students who are using the MUB
activity fee and goods for saie and are here today calling alumni," said Lamb. "It does a couple
at the MUB.
Renovations include refur- of things. It lets people know
bishing the cafeteria with 80 what is going on today at the
A major fun9.-raising effort is planned to raise $300,000 for improving the facilities in the new tables, 320 chairs and new University as well as asking for
MUB. Among other projects, the campaign will provide new seats for the MUB Pub shown flooring, redoing the meeting pledges," added Lamb.
Barbara Connole, chairperson
rooms, front entrance way, and
above. (Cindy Rich)
replacing the 500 seats in the of the Memorial Union Board
of Governors said, "We will be
Strafford Room.
The goal of the. fund raising asking students to volunteer a
campaign is $ 300,000. The night to call alumni in their
project has been divided into hometown or area. We will also
different sources of funds. A . be asking various student groups
Special
Interest Housing Bisch~ff said. "There was sig- major portion
By Ed Garland
is to be raised and have them call their alumSpecial "Interest Housing stu- includes the mini-dorms, Smith nificant representation from through phone-a-thons and ni."
dents will remain exempt from Hall, and Huddleston," Bischoff the minidorms."
"The Memorial Union Board
personal contact with alumni.
Bi~choff said she was also
the UNH lottery system, Di- said. "They house undergrads
Peter Lamb, annual fund of Governors consists of ten
with
a
special
focus of interest." . present at the meeting when director at the UNH Develop- students as well as representarector of Residential Life Carol
Bischoff said students ex- the. student senate Res~-Life ment Office
Bischoff said.
said, "We will be tives from the a.lumni and
Residential Life (Resi-Life) clu,ded from the lottery will be council made. the resolut.10n ~o using 200 callers, approximately student council,'.' said Connole.
uses the lottery· to control "those currently in Special · ~xclude Special !merest ~ous half students, half alumni," in "The board makes new policies
overcrowding on· campus Interest Housing who haye mg_ ~rom the lot~ery. The the phone-a-thon. The phonethrough random selection by made a commitment to return decis10n was unanimous, a 20 a-thon begins on the last week MUB page 20
ne~t year." She said this would to zero vote," Bischoff said.
computer.
prevent
hoards of students
Bischoff also said a~though
According to student body
President Deanne Ethier, the outside the minidorms from the student senate failed the
resolution, the vote was split
Resi -Life and Dining Council avoiding the lonery.
Bischoff said one of her main among members.
resolved that Special Interest
"We as a ~epartment go to
Housing should not be in the concerns is support for the
existing programs. "We want the s~.ud~nt if th~re .~re problottery.
"In voting last semester, the strong progi:ams," Bischoff said. ~ems, Bi~ch~ff said. We work
senate felt we should include "We don't yvant the lottery to rn a quahtatn'.e w_ay. We•.'Yant
Special Interest Housing in the negatively affect these groups." ~o b~ supportive rn a,,way th.at_
Bischoff said the lottery could is fa!r for all ~tudent~.
lottery and the Resi-Life council
Bis~hoff said ~pecial Interest
voted the other way," Ethier weed out strong leaders in
Special
Interest
Housing,
creat~ousrng
has an mternal l~ttery
said. "Carol Bischoff sided with
Resi-Life." Bischoff's decision ing a potentially weak structure. ~.n the form o_f _screenmgs.
"I attended several meetings
Those who are _m the program
guaranteed that Special Interest
Housing is exempt from the and personally heard input from and have contri.~uted a.re safe
council members and students," , from the lottery, she said.
lottery.

Intere st dorms dodge lottery

/

UNH funds studen t in Africa
By Jim Church
Next fall UNH will pay for
a non-white South African to
.attend a university in South
Africa, and UNH Dec;i.n for
Student Affairs, Gregg Sanborn,
hopes that student organizations will pay for another.
In answer to a request by Jean
Mayer, Chairman of the New

England Board of Higher Education (NEBHE), UNH President Gordon Haaland has allocated $2800 in undesignated
gift money to fund a student at
one of six non-descriminating
universities in South Africa.
According to Sanborn, Haaland believes it is important for
the University to publicly op-

pose the oppressive racist policies of the South African government and to take steps
toward change. "It is our moral
responsibility and moral obligation to contribute to the
dismantling of apartheid policies," added Sanborn.
Students filling in add-cards during registration at the Field
House
this week. (Sainjay Jain photo)
STUDENT page 11

Burglar swaps jail
for dorm living
By Joseph Moreau
An escaped convict hiding out
for months on the UNH campus? That was the unlikely story
of Jeffrey Baker, a 21-year-old
Dover native who escaped from
the New Hampshire State Prison in Concord where he was
serving a one to three year
sentence for burglary.
UNH Public Safety officers
working with Durham police
ended Baker's escapade when
they arrested him at Gibbs Hall
on the evening of December 10,
~n.exhibit~on of 'laser photography,' outside the Granite State Room, drew crowds of interested 1985.
v1hsttors this week. Lasers render an unusually clear final photographic product (Cindy Rich · According to Major Roger
p Oto)
.
Beaudoin, associate director of

Public Safety, Baker had been
living on and off campus sin~e ,
October. He stayed at two other
campus residential areas in
addition to Gibbs Hall.
·Beaudoin said Public Safety
had been tipped by State Parole
and Probation officials that
Baker might be in ·the area.
Wanted person fliers had been
circulated in the Seacoast area
after Baker's escape in early
August.
.
Baker continued his criminal
activity while at UNH. "We
have not been able to establish

CONVICT page 20
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C'o-riling this weekend

of caring~
For people who·care about people_:
. teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals-Northe~stern U,ni~
cjal place wher.e yoµ .can ,·
ve.rsity has a spe_
obtain the knowledge and sk.ills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve·college of
Huma,n Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your ·
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of -E ducation

<:·' ;-

• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
· •Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
· , • Special Education
· ·· Master of Science

· • Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management

, The Stompers, a regional rock group, will be performing, once .again, in the MUB Pub on .
·- ·' · :-- ·
Saturday night. (Robin Stieff photo)

r~>SSSS~~~ssss:~~;ssss~~~~ss:~~;ssss~~~ss~~~ssss~

Welc onie Back

.BQSTQN •~d1~~~~nguage Pathology
-.· , ., ·
·BQUVE

&

. Doctoral and non-degree certification .
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston....
. 0Northeastern Li,ni~rsity Bouve College at the address below.
.

Gra-duate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human D~velopment Professions
107 Dockser Hall.Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02 115
Northeastern University is an.equal opportunity/affirmative action educational insiitution and employer

IT s ·_ A
BLIZZ ARD

./ I

BEACH PARTY!

I

I

Winter carnival 1986 ·is coming our way.
Many events are planned - Bonfires, torch
run, Fl REWORKS, snow sculptures, ice
skating and a real beach party! .
Come, have your organiiation pick up
information packets Monday, February 3rd /
at the Student Activities Office at ?pm.
(located across from the women's center)

Get re~dy for a tropical adventure !
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Digital/UNH signs agreement CALENDAR
~.

By Marla G. Smith
A three-year agreement has
been made between Digital
Equipment Corp. and the University System of New Hampshire (USNH) to assemble a
highly sophisticated computer
network.
This computer network,
which is one of the most complex in higher education, will
connect Durham, Keene, Manchester, Plymouth and Lee: the
system's five locations.
The agreement permits up
to $16.2 million of Digital
hardware and software for
USNH to be purchased at a
lower cost. According to University President Gordon Haaland, "This is truly a partnership
of higher education and high
technology. Both the University
System and Digital stand to
benefit enormously."

Under the three-year agreement, USNH will acquire two
VAX 8600 computers for administrative use, and one VAX
8600 to meet the needs of
students and faculty members.
Along with other universities
and colleges such as the University of Houston, Indiana
University, University of Saskatchawan, Syracuse University
and U niversitv of Washington,
the University of New Hampshire will be a demonstration
site for Digital products.
Digital Equipment Vice President, John Alexanderson, referred to UNH as "the eighth
largest educator of engineering
students in New England and
the fifth largest supplier of new
college recruits to Digital. He
said the University has been
part of a mutually beneficial
relationship with Digital for

many years. "We are pleased
to invite USNH to join ... our
Campus-Wide Investment Program."
Albert Shar, executive director of computer services for
UNH/USNH said, "One of the
greatest benefits we see in this
agreement is the opportunity
to work closely with Digital
employees to put together a
computer network for the University System in a way that
anticipates future technology.
"With a little imagination, I
doubt there is a department,
class, or research project on
compus that could not benefit
from expanded computer access," he added.
According to Andy Masland
of Digit.al Equip. Corp., the
DIGITAL page 20
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FRIIYAY, January 24
LASER ART PRINT SALE-Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities. Fine photograpqic prints available. Lobby near
Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL-"UNH
Student Pfize Plays." Hennessy Theater, 10:30 a.m.; "Up
Against It," 1:30 p.m. and "Come Back To The Five Ana
Dtme,Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean," 8:30 p.m.,Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts. MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290 for information.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. York University, Snively,
·Sp.m.
SATURDAY, January 25
MEN'S BASKETBALL - at Canisius.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - at Dartmouth.
MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Lowell/Northeastern, 1 p.m.
AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL - "The
Homecoming," 1:30 J>.m. and "Gynt," 8:30 p.m. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, MUB Ticket Office, 862-1290 for
foformation.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Smith, 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE.HOCKEY - vs. Minnesota, Snively, 7 p.m.
SUNDAY, January 26
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Providence, Snively, 1:30
p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Cocoon." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m. $1 students, $2 non-students.
MONDAY, January 27
MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION - Through January 30.
Sponsored by Office of Student Activities. Register for spring
semester, Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m. to noon, 1 to 4 p.m. Nonstudents register at Division of Continuing Education.
MEN'S HOCKEY - vs. Maine, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, January 28
Last day

to

withdraw & qualify for 3/4 tuition refund.

MEN'S BASKETBALL - at Maine.
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES - "Some Illustrious Alumni"
and "American Etchers." M-W 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Th 10 a.m./
8 p.m., Sa & Su 1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM - "I Promessi Sposi." Room 303,
James, 3:30 p.m. $1 admission.

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

. THEARMY

NURSIRG .
CHA•LENGE.
You've worked hard getting your
degree, hard enough that you'd like to
continue the challenge. That's what
Army Nursing offers. The challenge of
professional practice, ·n ew study opportunities, continuing education and tr~vel
are al~ part of Army Nursing~ And you'll
haveth~ respect and dignity accorded
an officer in ~he United States Army. .
, . If you're working on your BSN or
if you already have a BSN and are registered to practke in the United States or
Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse
Corps Recruiter.
CALL C0LLECT:

301 -677 -5355

.ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOU CAN BE.

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥·
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ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
POTLUCK PICNIC: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
iC
Student Program. Come and join us as we chase
10 PIN BOWLERS MEETING: Sponsored by
' Games Room/Student Activities. We are looking
for 6 men and 6 women full time UNH students
;interested in trying out for UNH's Bowling Team
·to represent UNH at the Regional Tournament
.on February 22 and 23. Meeting Saturday, January
.25, Dover Bowling Center, noon.
·

JNTRAMURALUNDERGRADUATESWIM
MARA THON: Sponsored by Department of
Recreational Sports. Team and individual winners.
Begins Monday, January 27, Pool, Field House
auring open rec hours.

away winter with a potluck picnic. Everything will
be true to the spirit of picnicing, except that it
will be held indoors. Bring your favorite picnic
food to share. Thursday, January 30, Underwood
House, 17 Rosemary Lane, 5:30 pm. Call 862-3647
for more information.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP INFORMATIONAL
MEETINGS: Open to all students, staff and
community members. Monday, February 3 at 7 pm
and Tuesday, February 4 at 12:30 pm, Room 14A,
Hubbard Hall.
CAREER

: ROSTER DUE DATE: Sponsored by Department
' :Pf Recreational Sports. Co-Rec broomball and
fo.nertube waterpolo, men's bowling, men's and
; ;women's volleyball. Captains must represent team
" 'at meeting, Wednesday, January 29, Hillsbowugh/Sullivan Room, MUB, 6 pm. No captain
\ ~at meeting, no team.
,

i ,

, :~ACULTY STAFF BASKETBALL: Sponsored by
• Department of Rec(eational Sports. Rosters due
tfhursday, January 3Q, 4:30 plJl, Room 151, Field
~ House. Leagues will:be played during noon time
"' ~pen recreation at the Pield House beginning
C ~ebruary 3.

!

FIELD EXPERIENCE DAY: Sponsored by UNH
Field Experience Office. Come learn how to get
career related jobs and college credits. Thursday,
February 6, Sullivan Room, MUB, 11:30 to 1:30 .
·pm.

t

VHS or Beta when you rent a vc·R from

tiC

ALLIED SERVICES.

.~

FREE Video Film Rental

~

~
-~

~

~

• N•OG~~~~~~~~?;~~;!!

t

.

iC

~

only $7.99 (Mon-Thurs) ~
$9.99 on the weekends! ,ie

And the price?

~

t
;t

•

i(

ALLIED SERVICES

!

Durham ShopRing Center 868-1011

********************~

HEALTH
CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP
MEETING): Individuals concerned about their
drinking are welcome. Tue~day, Wolff House, 12:30
to 2 pm. for more inforftja.rfon, call Health
Education, 862-382} . ...

~

~- ;INDOOR SOCCER '(OURNAMENT: Sponsored
f· ~by D~partment of ~ecreational Sports. Single

!• )elimination tournament held February 14, 15, 16
~ i~i Field House. Rosters due February ·3 at Sports

~ 'Managers meeting, Room 104, New Hampshire
~ Hall, 6 pm. Mandatory captain's meeting, February,
·: ~, 3, Room 37-38, Field House, 7 plTh
~
>J

·~·

,.;

~ l:LUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
~ t
:~

·

. ,.

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals co,ncerned about th~ir drug use are welcome. Tuesdays, ,
beginning January 28, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30
pm. For more information, call Health Education,
862-3823.
1
'
. - • - ... ' '. ,_ ... "'
Q!:>_g~, ALCOHOLICS ~NO~ff~OUS: Individuals
concerned about their drrnkrng are welcome.
Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 pm. For more
information, call Health Education, 862-3823.

: i!J)AILY BAG LUN€HES: Sponsored ,,by N9n!i 1fraditional Studen~~Program. Bag lunches will ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting
~'. •be held every day for this semester Monday through· . . -. for individuals affected by a parent's problem
;,f riday. Stop by with1'our lunch and we'll provide dfifiHng: "fhursaays, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30
~ ;soup. Underwood HQuse, 17 Rosemary Lane, noon
p,m. For more information~ caHHealth Education,
" ~o 2 pm. Call 862-3647 fbi:- more ifiform~titrrl. • ·' -~~ ~62-'3·g·lj ~J;c"".,. ·· - ~·-·''" · "' .,.,,.. . · ... '
· · ~.
...
"i

:; ·: PROTESTANTSTUDENTGATHERINGMEET- "''.GENE~..t\.~, ~,:
"
~ JNG: Will st~rt with dinner, t~en di.vidc~ipOO- ~Vf:©_ .· ; , ~~ ..,'' ~ , , • , ~
~
, ,
\
tt ~groups for Bible study and d1scuss10n, f(\)llo?W'ed"'" MUlil• LOC.l'<:HRS AVAH.7\Bf:E FOR RENT: Stop ,
; 'by time for worship. Sunday, January 26, Christian by Room 322, Office of Student Activities in the
~Community.House, 5 Davis Court, 5:30 to 7:~ :~;·~,~UJ}., tS?~S.PI°~;~S~~~f?I .spring~me~ter. ."pm. $1 fordmner.
'; .;"' "'
;•
«. . ""'" ··..... ·. _·
.
·· ·,
· .
/
· • . 15URHAM ~ RED GROSS BLOOD PROGRAM
-SPAECS O~GANIZATIONAL MEETING: Spon- STUDENT MEETING:. For anyone interested in
planning and working the upcoming Valentine
.:sored by Handicapped Services. Tuesday, January
-28, Grafton Room, MUB, 12:30 pm.
' ~ Bloo<;i .!;>rive,. T'l!esd;;ty 2 Jaou~~y 28, 7 pm .. Conta:n
_;_.
• , ; , , Ja.rryStearnsa~ter8pm,8~8-2753 .

.:•r"

. "'The New Hampshire (USPS '379-280) - i~ -published: and 'cijstribu~ed semi- ,
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located tn R?om
i51 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Busmes.s
. Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH Q38_24. A?v~msers should
check their ads the first day . The New Hampshire wtll rn no case be
responsible for typowaphi~al or other err~rs, bu.twill reprin~ that p~rt
of an advertisement tn whteh a typographical error appears, 1f not1f~ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshtre,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

\\ ,:;.

_I
I
I

I

OFFICIAL POSTER OFFER: For a 17" x 21" Daytona Beach ~~ster,
send $1.00 with your name and address to: Daytona Beach Poster ·
Offer, 500 Third Ave. West, Seattle, WA 98119.
.
Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Address_______

I -

City

State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _

L----------

~
f-i

I
I
I

D I

PHOTOSMITH
THE QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW
ENGLAND
868-1000

48 Main St. Durham
Same Day Color Print Film Processing
•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM

Finished After 5:00 PM

WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY with all your PHOTOSMITH photos. If for
any reason you are not... Please say so. We will either remake them to your
satisfaction or chPPrfully refund your money . ·

------------------------------with this coupon

FREE EXTRA SET OF PRINTS

Receive a second set of color prints FREE with every roll of 110, 126,
35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 12/31/85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers.

-----------· O.R ·-----------with this coupon

$2.00 OFF
PHOTOSMITH LAB DEVELOPING AND PRINffNG
Offer valid on sizes 135, 110, 126 and Disc Kodacolor or Compatible
Color Print Film
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order

Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers

Sunday - January 26th
Admission: $1.00 - Students

$2.00 - Non-students

l 5-film passes av~lable at the MUB til .!t office $8. SO - students ·$15 .00 .- non-students

Offer Expires 3/ 15/86 ,

-----------~-~------------"

236 Central Avenue, Dover
Weeks Plaza/Weeks T raffle Cir:cle, Dover
High Street, Hampton
48 Mait1 Street, Durham
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ARE YOU AN INNIE
OR AN· OUTI E?
INNER ROUTE .

OUTER ROUTE

''
''

i

•H. UAC ,---,......_, •F. SAE

,,,,

'

\ •G. Davis Court

!.

..

C

=

INNER ROUTE

0

A-LOT

A-LOT

START I END
HERE
_ _ _ _ ,... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "9.- - - - - - - ,

.

.

,.

I
I
I u s.
I James Hall
I

II .
. . ,I

c I.

'

Thompion Hall

.. ,

START I .END

= OUTER ROUTE

------,-·•
HERE

·

.·

c 2. I
C-LOT I

.

·

·

I

1'

C4.
.------.
Kingsbury .Hall
CJ. - - . - . ... f

'

\lfS8E

.....

•

I
-------..
... 'I
PhffbraOk
I
I
-....._
1

, .
\

'

,,
'

>.
,-I

-•A.'I .
' '

, ,

'

I
• D. I ·
C-LOT I '
. ·I
II· . - .
I
I

,,.....,,I

,
I:. . ' .

o"

One ·Ride Will An_swer
All Your Ouestion s·I

·,

'

lie. . , *'~'

Wlll!amson Halt

't

/ •

Oµter Route
L~~ves from A-Lot every
20 minutes
beginning at 6:00 AM
Q

Stops At:

Thompson Hall
C-Lot
WSBE
Kings_
b ury Hall
James Hall
A-Lot

last run at 5: 10 pm

the

Shuttle

t-Er-=~
from here to there

and back

ag~ln

"Stops At:
Pettee Hall
Philbrook
. WiHiamson Hall
C-Lot ...
Woodman Ave
SAE
Davis Court
UAC
A-Lot
last run af 1·1:00 pm

&

J

't

...

. .

Do you live or work on the inner route or the outer route7 If your parking your
vehicle in A-Lot or West, your an INNIE. If you live at one of the· fraternites or
sororities, your an OUTIEI If your anJNNIE or an OUTIE, your best transportation
on and around campus is the shuttle. Leaving from all over campus just minutes
apart, the inner and outer route buses are coming your way every 20 mrnutes.r
What follows are the stops for both the inner routes _and the outer routes. ~,
Inner Route
Leaves A-Lot every 20 minutes
beginning at 6:50 am

•

,,

.

Pettee Hall

I

L---

•

·~

' , Woodman Ave.

'

'

~

l

;-

- ·.:~ · ~
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(Student

·committ~e

=

on ,Popular

Entertainment) is looking · to·i fill the
positions of

I

• Bookk~.~pfng
•Budgets · _
•Accouming
•Concert Security
•Dealing· With all personal demands and requirements
for the'p ,e darmances.
•Production .organization

Applications ca.n be picked up outside Rm. 146 and are
due Feb. 3, 1986. Interviews begin Feb. 5, 1986 wit~
training immediately upon hiring.

EE A PART OF 1Hf SGREAT ORGANf2ATtON.

Friday & Saturday at Midnight
$3.50

a

Also

Back to the Future 7-& 9:15 pm $1.75
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 pm $1.25
in the lobby-1 00s

MEMBERSHIP~~t~~POSIT

is required
NO
Special Tuesday & Wednesday-only $1.25 a tape
Free Parking-on Kari-Van Route

~

~~-

..
,.

'

j

:

..

===-=;!

-lllllllHllHlllllHllllllllllllllllllllllilill1i~a1l11~1.1111lti1111111i11iUllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllit~di
•

,..

.•

. ~I

*This '~s a compensated Position*

6

I

of~i~~ latest releases, VCR

_;.

t."

Y~ · ~.~LlJ.
· ~11~~

· MUSO offers courses
· BASIC and itdvanced
- photography, ·black and white
·
and color
Dark rooms are available for
general use throughout the
semester.
Co.st: $40.00 for class
(includes semester dark
room use.) .
.
$30.00 darkroom use only
(chemicals suplied).,
Classes begin Feb. 3rd.
Color darkroom facilities are available and workshops in
color processing will be offered according to interests.
Contact Rob or Bill in the MUSO office MUB Rm. 148,
862-1485 for more info.
Register for classes by Feb. 3rd.

~~/~
~SALE=--------

A//\"'
·50% off- All Winter
Merchandise
47 Main Street
Durham, New Hampshire
03824 USA
Open 11-7
Sun. 12-5
Phone: ( 603)868-1938

~~f~
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The New Hampshire

• IB

J\

is looking for dynamic and motivated people
for these positions:
•advertising associate
• gn~phic assistants
•photographers
•reporters
•production assistants
•and many other positions
Pk 't up applications in Rm. 151 in the MUB
No experience necessary
Compensated positions

""-·
' .....

~
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War waged on radioa ctive gas
daughter products which have
the gas. This contrasts the much longer half-lives and
By Alan Adelman
The Environmental Protec- method in which radon is re- might be harmful."
"A possible long term solution Agency has awarded UNH leased in the home as a dishcivil engineering Professors washer or shower aerates tion may be to dig trenches
around foundations of affected
Nancy Kinner and Paul Bishop water.
"The systems should be in- buildings and fill them in with
a $171,000 grant co study possible ways of removing colorless, _stalled next month and preli- .crushed rock which conducts odorless, radioactive radon gas minary data available by mid- radon away from the foundafrom community water supplies. summer and the final results tion," Lucey said. "In the case
· · ~- ·-The radon gas is produced in January of next year," Kinner of radon in water, the solution
might be to simply install a
from granite bedrock which is said.
There is, however, still the filter," he added.
used ro construct wells. "PerEugene Boudette,New Hamp- .
haps only approximately 2 ever-so-prominent problem of
percent of bedrock wells in the · storing the radon-tainted by- shire's state geologist, will soon
state have critical concentra- products from the filtering be updating a map of the state's
tions of radon," Bernard Lucey, systems. "Radon's radioactivity g.e ological formations which
chief of the New Hampshire diminishes by about half every might identify areas in the state
Water Supply commission, said.
The problem is that people r_hree days,
with well-insulated homes appear to incure a greater risk of
lung cancer by breathing too
much radon from those 2 percent of wells.
Kinner and Bishop will be
collaborating with University ·
of Maine professor, Jerry Lowry and the New Hampshire Water·
Supply and Pollution Control .
Commission to test water at
trailer parks in Amherst and
Mt. Vernon. Test wells in AmMonday- · Hamburger
herst have registered radon
levels of 100,000 to 200,000
TuesdaypicoCuries per liter. "That's 10
to 20 times the level EPA will
Grilled Cheese & Ham
probably allow in water supplies," Kinner said. Average
Wednesdayradon levels of 40,000 picoC- ·
uries per liter -have been found
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato ~
at the Mt. Vernon site.
will
testing
of
Two systems
be used. One system will filter
ONLY69¢
groundwater through charcoal.
before it is used. The other will
M-R 3:30-7:30
pump air through a tank of
r~don-laden water to s-trip out

butiJln3 ati5U

Typistry
Word processing, resumes, repqrts, letters, proposals, thesis,
your creation profession ally
typed.
436·-2334

·----------- ··
················
················
on Athletic Sportswear . : ·
Huge Savings
:
•

i•
•

John's Sports Wear •~
Sweats '
Mesh Jersey
Turf Shoes
College Caps
Tube Socks
and much much more

----Sp ecials ----

••

Wednesday and Thursday only
Jan. 29 and 30
In the Hillsboro Room of the MUB
,
9am - 4 pm
*Also savings.onJewerly and tapes.

FINANCI AL AID APPLICA TIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for 1986-87
at the

(M-F 8:00-4:30)

Applicants should obtain:
a 1986-87 UNH Application Form (tan) and
a 1986-87 Financial Aid Form (FAF)

and be on
the June Transfer Orientatio n Staff!
Great Experience! Great Fun! Paid Position!

PRIORITY DEADLINE S

Applications and Details
available at the
Commuter/T ransfer Center

Undergraduates: February 15, 1986
Graduates: May 1, 1986

Rm. 136, MUB, 862-3612
ask for Beverly_?,~s....u_s_a_n_ _ _ _....._ _...,.

Deadline: February 7, 1986

••
••
••
••
•
•••
••
••
••

·~·············································

Financial Aid Office, 207 Thompson
Hall

APP LY NOW

..
•

Features back (o school specials on:

Night Grill

~\HE Wff18
~
on the
.<:J
iS:JI transfer's hectic transition... ~

•

-"~~=''

,_,_

• ( -

.

<-it--1.J 1-l-

• , . - I , -' • ~ J ' i ,, ~

1;-1J r

_

,

,

I I ' ·_;

II I

=1 I - f. _.
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----STUDENT---------------- --P ROTEST---- ------------(continued from page 1)
the presence of ~he students,
The students' repeated remost -of whom had planned to -quests to speak with President
stay until closing. A few of the Haaland were denied by his
workers seemed sympathetic secretary who maintained that
to the student's cause, despite Haaland was in a meeting.
the confusion they caused.
Haaland did, however, make
"I think you have to go to a statement to the students and
whomever it is who is making entertained questions as he
the decisions you are involved rushed off to another engage- ·
with," one office worker, who menc.
wished to remain anonymous,
"From my point·of view, and
said.
of this institution," Haaland
Others ~ere not pleased with said, "we remain committed to
·the commotion the students the same goals that you have,
crea red. "It's difficult to hear which is a fundamental concern
on the phone. It's difficult to with apartheid and ending that."
work," a co-worker, who asked
While Haaland ·refused to
not to be identified, said.
state whether he was planning
One worker making the way to vnce agaihs{ divestment at.
to her desk also agreed: 'T d like the Trustee's meeting, he did
to step on a few heads,"she
promise to meet with the stucom lain d.

(continued
Sanborn has attempted to
·motivate the student body with
this conviction by challenging
the Student Senate and People
for a Free South Africa to raise
money for a second scholarship.
Though both organizations
support the ideals of the drive,
members of each have expressed
concern about overcommitting
their resources.
"It's really not our job to
organize fund-raisers," said
Student Body President Deanne
Ethier. Ethier is concerned that
the effort may divert focus from
the primary responsibility of

dents to dis~ss their grievences.
According to Lamarre, Haaland kept his word. "We had a
meeting with Haaland and we
a:re working on a debate a week
before the Trustee's meeting,
on the pros and cons of divestment." Lamarre said.
Lamarre seemed pleased with
the stand the protesters had
taken to convey their message:
"It's (the sit-in) not just walking
around with a sign, it's putting
your neck on the line, taking a
chance."

from page 3)
the Student Senate, which is to
serve the UNH student body.
Babette Lamarre, a campus
coordinate for People for a Free
South Africa, is enthusiastic
about helping with the drive,
but cautions it must not siphon
too much energy from the main
goal of her organization: ~NH
divestment from South Afnca.
Sanborn admits the sch6larship drive "should not be considered a substitute for divestment, It should," he says, "be.
viewed as one facet of the
university's commitment · to
racial equality and equal opportunity everywhere."

.....-..---AD VISING---(continued from page 1)
advisors, some faculty members
will be specially tra.ined to work
at the center, earning ex~ra
compensation for their efforts.
There will also be :rrained.stu-'
dent peer advisors, whQ, vv,ill be
compensated.
.
.
The location for .the , q.ew
advising center has not y.e t been
decided, but the center should
be operational by fall 1986. ·.
Eventually the present Liberal Arts Advising Center will
be combined with the new
center because the advis·ing
concerns are similar; accnrdthg
to Student Body President
Deanne Ethier.
"A lot of companies are
_looking for liberal arts majors,"
Ethier said. The students need
better a~vising ans} mor.e aw~re-.
ness co locate and secure .the~e
jobs. She said ·th~re w,-as ample
opportunity for Liperal Arts
majors and a better advising
center could really help these
majors.
Haaland said his goal at the
University of New Hampshire
is co offer an exceptional academic program corriplement~d
by an advising program char
helps students make the most
of their years at UNH.

inCluding career goals, will also
be addressed. Declared majors
will continue to be advised
within their specific schools and
colleges.
"The t.rend coward interdis:ciplinary-education, new general
'education requirements, and the
·complexity of the employment
picture mean that students face
increasingly complicated choices. A system of centralized,
<levelopmental advising can play
an important role in helping
students make the best choices.
In conjunction with. the existing
advising program, this service
will .offer students, particular_ly
ungeclared majors, high-quality
ad.vising facilities," wrote the
program's initiator, UNH President .Gordon Baa.land.
·
An· energec1c director of the
program .is being sought
amongst the faculty. A professiortal staff of four co five foll
time nonfaculcy counselors will
work under the director. These
councelors will each be knowledgeable about the universities
- many programs and will also
a specialist in one particular
William Downey (right) is one of 12 UNH males selected for the 1986 University Men calender.
college.
Downey is 'Mr. May.'
In adClition co the full time
I

Musa present in the UNH Mub Pub:

WELCOM E BACK!
-

~
~

~

....,
~

~

~

h

Now
Sound
Express

~

· Monty Python
Night

·~

~

-Meaning of Life-Life of Brian$2.00 Student
$4.00 Non-student

I

~

pr1ng 1986

~

~

Stomp the Winter Blues Away_

~

•

The Stompers

MUB Mini ·Courses
•Astronomy
•Auto Repair
•Ballroom
•Basketry
•Blues Harmonica
•Calligraphy
•Country Dancing
•Drawing for Beginners
• Efficient Reading
•From Bogie to Bacall

~

- •Folk Art Painting
•Beginning Guitar
•Lampshade Creations
•Managing Your Money Workshop _
•Massage
•Self-Defense for Women
•Sign Language for Beginners
•Stenciling
•Stained Glass for Beginners
•Yoga

~

~
~

~

""1

2 shows 8:00 pm and 11 :00 pm - / admission - $5.00 Student $8.00 Non-s4?:ttdent

Tickets available at the MUB
(Must be 18 yrs. UNH ID and a positive ID required.)

UNH Student Tuition: $15-$20 for sixweek courses.
Courses will start the
week of ·F eb. 3.

R'glstratlon
Dates:

-Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
January 27, 28 & 29
Time:
9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Place: I Student Activities
Programming Office
Room 126
Memorial Union (MUB)
· Phone: 1862-1001
Fee:
! Due at Registration
1
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·WANTED

1986 University Men of New.
Hampshire Calendars
'

Will be on. sale on the first floor of the MUB
on Jan 29 & 30th. Quantity is limited.

PHOTOGBAPHEBS for THE
. · NEW HAMPSHIRE
Fo.r ·all those iriterested
there will be .a meeting
held Monday, Jan. 27 at 6:00
p.m. in Room 151 in the· MUB.
*NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY
If you are unable to attend, please .

coDtcict.one of the photo .editors at
The New Hampshire office.

University Men
.
of~

· · Our three-year:and · · ·
two-yearschohirship~ wodt
nmke .college eas1e& .

Justeasierto pay for..
· Even if you didn't start college ~n a schplarship, you ·
· could finish ori one. Army ROTC Scholarships
. pay for full. tui~ion and allowanc;es for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 ·
..
a·year. Get all t~e facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Contact: Army ROTC DEPARTMENT
ZAIS HALL 862-1078
.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
JA-NUARY 27TH .... JESSIE DOE ........ 6:00PM
JANUARY 28TH .... FAIRCHILD HALL .... 6:00PM
JANUARY 29TH.u.HUBBAR D HALL ...... 6:00PM
(IN MAIN LOUNGE)

You m.ult attend an informational meeting
to receive an application

RESIDENTIAL LlFE
(JNIVERSITY of NEW HAMPSHIRE

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIR ists, and other professionals.
An education in your chosen major.
Our scholarships cover full tuition
And an education in becoming an Army
and required fees. They also provide an
officer. You get both with an Army RIBC
amount for b.ooks, supplies and equipment,
scholarship.
Army ROTC is the college program,, = -"as well as an allowance of up to $1,000 each
school year they 're in effect.
that trains you to become an officer, a leader
So if you think all scholarships just
and a manager.
provide you with a college degree, look into
You take RbTC along with your
an Army ROTC scholarship. You'll be in
other studies, and graduate with both a
·
for quite an education.
degree and a second lieutenant's commisFor more information, contact your
sion.
.
Prof~ssor of Military Science.
Best of all, you can put both of your
·•
educations to work right away. In today's
•
modem high-tech Army, we need engineers,
communications experts, computer special-

ARMif ROTC

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Contact: Major Tom Taylor
Zais Hall, Rm. 213 .'.
862-1078
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Editorial
For the ill of the cause
Things do not appear to be going- too
well for UNH's divestment campaigners.
Last semester the student senate voted
overwhelmingly against the divestment ·
campaign and instead formulated a rationale
for continued investment in companies
with interests. in South Africa. Now the
University's trustees are likely to leave
things as they are, following the recent
recommendation of their subcommittee.
Little wonder that UNH's People for a Free
South Africa are frustrated. Last semester
they set up their one-shack shanty town
outside Thompson Hall in an effort to bring
their message to the doorstep of the
University's administration. They went
out of their way to lobby a University System
of New Hampshire meeting in an effort
to win trustees over to the cause;
All this effort appears to have been in
vain. Trustees and student government
.alike have expressed a conviction that the
interests of South Africa's persecuted nonwhites are best served through continued
investment. Divestment, instead of helping
South Africa's non-white population, would
leave these unfortunate people entirely

No credit
To the Editor:
A newly designed Theater and
Communication course, Acting &
Interacting, was suddenly and unfairly decided by .the Communication Department not to count
towards communication major credit starting this semester.
This course, taught by Susan
Goldin, was first offered last fall
semester. According to Goldin,
Acting & Interacting is an interpersonal communications course
under a new name, because _it is a
different approach to teaching and
understanding interpersonal communication.
Students who took the class last
semester received either communication or theater credit, depending
on their major. However, this
semester, not only will communication credit not be given to
communication majors, but communication professors can no
longer exercise the right to sign
over credit towards the major.
Communication students are
quite upset and frustrated with this
unfair decision. Besides being unacceptable to students, this action
is also unfair to Sue Goldin, who
teaches Acting ·& Interacting with
Dr. Joseph Batcheller_of Theater.
Goldin is presently a Professional
Administrative and Technical Staff
(PAT) and director of Theater
Resources for Youth (TRY). She
has taught communication courses
for thirteen years. Interpersonal
Lab, Theories of Interpersonal
Communication, Ethics in Human
Communication and Interpersonal
Processes are the communication
courses that Goldin herself has
designed and taught here at the
University.
Accordirig to Goldin, she was not
informed of any decision about
Acting & Interacting until after it

was made. In fact, she never knew 7 :00 p.m. in Hamilton Smith, room
that there was any problem con- 214. All are welcome. Some of our
cerning this course. No one from members have just returned from
the Communication Department Nicaragua; others from Haiti. Come
mentio.oed one word to her about . and hear their story. And come with
the sittlation.
your ideas, convictions, open minds,
Worst of all, we students end up and a willingness to teach and learn.
being the .unfortunate and unlucky As a community, we have more
ones, but what else is new? For power to seek the answers.
Doug Horvath
instance, students did not find out
about this sudden decision until they The Committee on Central America
were at Communication prepreregistration, where Goldin had
to embarrassingly inform the students after she had just found out
herself!!
At the door of pre-registration, To the Editor:
a sign read: "Acting & Interacting
Monday the 20th was the day
will not count towards major credit" Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday
(Communications). This left very was celebrated as a national holiday.
litle time for students to rearrange It was also the first day of registheir schedules around this hapha- tration. As an educational facility,
zard decision.
UNH should have attempted to pay
We, as students, are upset by this a tribute to this man who did so
action which has gone against our much to help bring freedom to
interests- not only the decision people everywhere.
itself, but by how it was unjustly
We ;ire outraged that the gains
made. It is quite evident that within he made in civil rights went unrecour own Communications Depart- ognized by the State of New Hampment, the faculty did not attempt shire. What is the meaning of the
to effectively communicate in order motto "Live Free or Die" which
to make a fair and just decision is plastered on license plates all over
concerning the Acting & Interacting the state? How can a state with such
· course!
a motto ignore the gains made by
Jackie Pelletier a man who vowed to do just that?
Sue Morin We are even more outraged that
Adam Black the University which we attend,
and thus support, ignored an opportunity to educate its' ·students
about the past and present struggle
·to end racism.
1n an area such as New HampTo the Editor:
shire which has a low minority
The United States is dropping population, the fact of racism
Napalm and other bombs upon El continues on ignored by a lot of
Salvador three times a day. The people. The struggle to end racism,
contras, based in Honduras, are perhaps seen as a past issue in our
_given U.S. tax money and weapons society, is still alive and well. The
to attack the country of Nicaragua. racism going on in South Africa
Why? Why? Why? Find out what's today and the equivocal reaction
happening and come to the Com- of the United States shows that our
mittee on Central America meet- society has not internalized the
ings and get accurate information. beliefs of Martin Luther King Jr.
First meeting Tuesday, Jan. 28 af and his followers. The decision to

Racism

Napalm

Africa, might have a different solution for
the evil of apartheid is of no interest to
PFSA. In true Gerry Falwell style, the group
is pushing ahead in its campaign to promote
"truth and freedom" at UNH, and in South
Africa.
It was very good of Dean Sanborn to
accomodate the students overnight at
Thompson Hall. Perhaps the administration will be equally accomodating for UNH
students representing othf r causes later
this semester. If this is the case, it would
probably be a good idea, in order to avoid
chaos, for students concerned witn issues
connected with Afghanistan, Poland, the
USSR, the Middle East, abortion, star-wars,
the room lottery, parking, etc., to book
Haaland' s outer office well in advance.
PFSA's behaviour this week has amounted to nothing more than an exercise in
arrogance. If they want to avoid discrediting
their organization ·any further, these
divestment enthusiasts would be well
advised to return to the "diplomatic and
conventional means" for which Kohn so
readily dismissed this week. After all,
respect for democracy should begin at home.

at the mercy of South Africa's racist
administration, according to an increasingly
growing consensus of opinon at UNH.
But the PFSA is not to be deterred. This
week a large body of divestment crusaders
invaded Thompson Hall, ar an especially
busy time in the semester, to strike a blow
for justice in South Africa. Furthermore,
a particularly de_dicated core of PFSA decided
to push home the attack, in a somewhat
curious way, by sleeping in President
Gordon Haaland's outer office. Exactly what
the act of sleeping is supposed to ·achieve
is difficult to comprehend. Evidently, recent
events at Dartmouth inspired PFSA's action
this week.
But more serious is the PFSA's clear
contempt for the democratic process here
9n campus. As he marched into Thompson
Hall, PFSA member Rick Kohn announced,
in reference to the group's past activities,
~hat "we were allowed to talk to them, and
they said that they heard us, but. we don't
think that they listened." Apparently, it
is not enough that PFSA is allowed to
present its views. The fact that other people,
equally conerned about justice in South

ignore this particular holiday and
what it stands for at this University
is an act of flagrant racism.
The purpose of education is to
overcome narrow mindedness and
by sponsoring an anti-racist celebration the University would be
taking a strong stance against
narrow mindedness. Martin Luther
KingJ r. had a dream and we wonder
if the University shares in tha_t
dream.
Heather Halsey
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University Forum
Fear of AIDS: myth & reality
In December 1983, there were 3,000 reported
cases of AID~, the Acquired Immune Deficiency
Sy~drome, which destroys the body's defense system.
This leaves the body vulnerable to serious illnesses
that would not be a threat to anyone whose immune
s~st~m was intact. Since 1983, the number of AIDS
vtetims has more than doubled every year and today
th_ere are about 14,000 reported cases nationwide
with at least five reported in New Hampshire. With
~ mb~tality rate of 50% and no known cure, AIDS
is a diseas: t~ be taken very seriously.
As the metdence of AIDS has spread, so has its
coverage by th_e media. W~ile most of the press
seer;n to b~ actrng r_esponsibly by presenting the
avadab_le 10format10n about AIDS as accurately
as possible, there are exceptions. The editor of the
Manchester Union Leader told his audience last
October at a GOP Women's Club meeting in
Claremont, NH, "They wouldn't let you in school
if you had the chicken pox, for goodness sake. And
no one ~ould ~~pect them to do so. So why are they
so all-fired quick to say AIDS victims can come
when they don't know for sure what the result~
will be?" This sort of comment can only be viewed
as c~using confusion and unfounded fear about AIDS.
Besides, anyone who does not know the difference
~etween how chicken pox is spread and how AIDS
is spread should not be standing in front of a group
talking about it.
Chicken po~, as almost everyone knows, is one
of the ~ost tn~ectious and pathogenic of all
communtcable diseases. You can literally catch it
~y being in the same room as someone who has
it _and _op~ child with chicken pox can spread it like
wtld fire 10 a classroom of non-immune children.
~IJ?S, on the other hand, is spread mainly by
tntimate sexual contact with an infected person.
Researchers and medical authorities assure us that
AIDS is not co~municable by casual contact; jt
can?ot be tran~mitted by the airborne route, clNhing,
eatrng utensils, or contaminated surfaces. The

_

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) studied housemates of AIDS patients and found that though
they share kitchens and bathrooms, the only people
w.it~ the .infecti?n were sexual partners of AIDS
patients and babies born to infected mothers.
Other methods of AIDS transmission include
the use of contaminated needles among drug abusers
and, less commonly, through infected blood and
blood products. It i~ felt, how.ever, that since virtually
all blood donat~d 10 the Urnted States is now being
screened for evidence of the AIDS virus antibodies
the nation's blood supply is considered safe fro~
contamination.
A poignant question to ask is who is at risk of
getting AIDS? CDC statistics show that as of
September last -year, 79% of AIDS victims were
homosexual or bise2:u~l men, 15 % were IV drug
users and the rematntng 6 % were classified as
hemophiliacs, of Haitian origin or "other". Although
AIDS has ~ot occured commonly in persons outside
these _matn groups, demographics seem to be
changrn~ and authorities predict that the gay
proport_10n of the AIDS population will decline
as the disease spreads to heterosexuals. According
to a Newsweek article (Sept. 23), evenJerry Falwell,
who two years ago described AIDS as a divine
retribution on homosexuals, has become alarmed
at the discovery that it is no longer confined to
those who he thinks deserve it.
While AIDS is not expected to spread as quickly
amo_ng ~eterosexuals as it is among gay men because
of differrng sexual practices and because-the former
tend to have fewer sexual partners than the latter
medical authorities caution that AIDS should n~
longer be viewed as a distant problem that only
affects "those gays'' or "those drug users." The
time has come, they say, for heterosexuals to start
taking their own risk seriously.
~hat ca? be ~one to prevent the spread of AIDS?
Unlike epidemtcs of the past which were spread
by rodents, fleas, contaminated water, etc., whether
you get AIDS or not is almost entirely up to you.
Persons who are not sexually active or who are ·

<

By Tsering Yangdon

in a long term, mo~ogamous relationship and who
do not use unprescnbed drugs seem to be in virtually ·
no d~nger of getting AIDS. The US Public Health
Servtee therefore cautions people to avoid multiple
casual sexual relationships and above all to kno~
the sexual _an,d health histories of their partners.
Gays,,and bisexual men are further advised to "play
safe. A Los Angeles program, "L.A. Cares ... Like
a ~other," tells gays to "play safe " !'don't play
y.rith str.~i:igers/' "don't forget your r~bbers," "keep
it clean,_ Just ltke ahy mother advising her children.
The importance of knowing the health history
of one's sexual contact is underscored by the fear
that there f!lay be as ~any as 2 million people who
have been rnfected wtth AIDS. Once infected not
~rnly is the person infected for life, but he o; she
is capable of passing the infection on through sexual
contact. Of these 2 million people who have been
exposed t? the AIDS virus, researchers say that
10-15 % will eventually get AIDS. However because
<;>f the_ lengthy incubation period (the time 'between
mfe~tton and onset of the disease) from six months
to ft.Ve years and maybe longer infected persons ·
will be carriers although th~y may show no
symptoms or even not know themselves that they
have been infected.
One re~ommendation that is, applicable to
every~ne is to bolster your immune· system with
g~:md diet, adequate rest, exercise and to limit alcohol,
c!garette and drug use. A healthy person is more
~ikely ~o be able to resist infections of all kinds,
~ncludrng AIDS. It is also important to be well
rnformed about the facts ·surrounding AIDS so as
to behave personally in_ an intelligent and responsible
way as well as to help dis pell the myths and confusion
about AIDS. For those who may have questions.
about AIDS, the US Public Health Service has a
toll-free hot line; 800-342-AIDS and the NH Public
Health Services, Bureau of Communicable Disease
Control's toll free number is 800-852-3345.
Tsering Yangdon, a graduate of the university, is a health
educator in Durham.

A date with destiny
W. Glenn Stevens
Several years ago, (I don't remember
the exact date), I sat stiffly for over
two hours in what was then a frozen
tundra called Foxboro. J sat with a
bunch of high school buddies we were
five of about 2000 people ~ho came
to watch the New England Patriots
lose their last game of the season.
I can remember the last play of the
game; Tony Eason faded back and threw
a long bomb; the frigid Foxboro air
caught hold of the rock-hard pig-skin
and dropped it well short of its intended
receiver. With that ball dropped my
hop~s for yet another promising
Patnots season.

franchise that they should have lost
they won.
'
So now they're in the Super Bowl.
The bowl of bowls, the game ofgames.
~erhaps t~e most important Sunday
smce the birth of Christ. The Patriots
are playing in the Super Bowl.
I feel more concerned than anxious.
I'm more worried than apprehensive.
To hell with all the hype, I just want
our team to get through this game alive.
To me t~e Patri?ts have already
caused a miracle. I JUSt want to give
those Bears _a game.

The GAME ... xx

~ can reme1.p.ber a few years before
this game; the then publisized Stuper
Bowl between the Patriots and the then
Baltimore Colts. The two teams were
last and second to last in the NFL and
the ~earn that lost this game would
receive the first pick in the draft the
next year. So it would really have been
better if the Patriots had lost that game.
They won. They won the Stuper Bowl.
The only game in the history of the

To heck with all the logos: "Berry
the Bears","Defrost the fridge", etc. ..
My logo is, "In Rod we trust Berry much
to get us through this game alive."
The Patriots are more than just a
team to me, they' re my friends. Good
luck men and God be with you.
W Glenn Stevens is a News Editor for Th'e
New Hampshire.

By Alan Adelman
Being ~he first week of Spring
Semester it would be appropriate, or
newsworthy in editor's talk, to welcome
everyone back from their elaborate
vacations and talk about the tremendous potential for yet another academically enlig.hten~ng four months of study
at the Untversity of New Hampshire.
Well, let's dispense with the intellectual
hogwashery and get on with what's
really needed-an analysis of the
Patriot's playoff from the semi-nonbiased mind of a Dolphin's fan.
Watching the Pats climb the American Football Conference playoff ladder
to the Orange Bowl, I felt like Rocky
Balboa watching Clubber Lang destroy
half of America just for one shot at
his Italian nose.
The base of the ladder was waiting
for t~e Patriots in the big Apple. Mark
Gastrneau, Joe Klecko, Ken O'Brien
and. th: playof~ hungry Jets were biding
their ttme eatmg glass. But once again
New York was treated to a familiar
sight. Just one more of many losses
in the post-Namath era. The Pats
defense knocked Jet's quarterback Ken
O'Brien into another dimension. They
passed the first test, now on to Los
Angeles.
At that point I was thinking, "So
what, weak sisters sometimes sneak
in and win a wildcard game. Now, if
they snuck into the colliseum and beat
the big, bad, silver and black, 'just win
baby' Raiders I might raise my left
eyebrow." So what do they do but go
in and do just that. I still had my doubts
though. I concluded the Pats could
manage okay when matched a_gainst
a quarterbackless ballclub. Mark Wilson
is n? George Blanda, let alone Dan
Manno.
I also decided that the Pats wouldn't
have won had they not pulled out their
heaviest artillery, owner's son Pat
Sullivan. If he hadn't ps cholo icalf--

taunted Howie Long and Matt Millen
from the sidelines, they'd have never
escaped the clutches of Southern
.California. It was a good thing Raider's
owner Al Davis and his front office
companions were in the VIP box rather
than on the sidelines. They surely would
have taken Andre Tippett out of his
game.
After seeing my Dolphins come back
from a 21-3 deficit to the power-laden
Cleveland Browns, I knew the time had
come to pop the Pat's bubble. I knew .
in my heart they would win. Always
trust your heart. Besides, who beats
Don Shula in his own backyard. Needless to say, I wrote something up in
good sportsmanship to pay tribute to
those monsters of the East Coast. It
went something like this:
I'm a Dolphin's fan, true to the touch.
But when it was time, Chuck Studley's.
defense limped off with a crutch.
Betters, Brown, Brophy, and the Blackwoods could do no right. Eason, Craig,
and Hannah just laughed at their plight.
Shula and Marino hadn't much to say.
The Patriot's defense might take them
all the way. The Orange Bowl rooters
had their try. But when the final gun
sounded all they did was cry. ·
I agree with all the Monday morning
prophets who say the Patriots are a
team of destiny. Especially Lester Hayes
of the L.A. Raiders who said after the
Pats beat them, "Yeah, they' re destined
to meet those guys from the Midwest."
For the time being the Patriots are
on t?P of the AFC ladde~. The only
gladiator left standing, sword raised,
to attempt the killing of the bear. If
only the great Pappa Bear in the sk)
was here to see it.
The only man between the Bears and
victor could be Steve Fuller.
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Arts 8t Features
American CollegeTheatre Festival comes to UNH
By Jon Ekstrom
Students a,ren't the only
things making a welcome return
to UNH this weekend. Tonight,
the American College Theatre
Festival continues presenting
original plays by New England
college playwrights. ·
Among the plays selected is
UNH's own production of Harold Pinter's drama, "The Homecoming·." The presentation of
"The Homecoming" on Saturday afternoon will mark the fifth
time in the past seven years that
a UNH production has been
chosen as one of the best in New
England.
The ACTF is currently in its
eighteenth year of presenting
the best plays, playwrights and
actors that universities and
colleges throughout New Eng- :
land have to offer. With support
from the American Theatre
Association and the U.S. Department of Education, the
ACTF provides its student participants with opportunities to
develop their drama skills,
mainly through its revitalizations of classic plays.
The productions are chosen
from twelve regions throughout
New England with up to ten
finalists giving their presentations at the Kennedy Center
in Washington each spring.
The ACTF started off yesterday with "Benton the Thief,"
a Japanese Kabuki play by
Kawatake Mokuami of Rhode
Island Community College. The
Kabuki style of Japanese drama
is characterized by elaborate
·costuming, highly stylized acting, music and dancing.
Also appearing yesterday
evening as "The Dance and the
Railroad'' from the New World

Michael Blood. The prizewinning scripts will debut on
the 24th at 10:30 a.m.
In addition -to a collection of
New England's outstanding
drama, there will be several
drama educators present to lead
masters classes and acting workshops; among them, UNH Theatre alumnus David Leong who
will conduct workshops on stage

combat. There will jilso be
directing and acting workshops.

1

ACTF information may~ be
obtained at the UNH Theater
Department at 862-2292. Ticket
prices range from $1 to $3 and
can be purchased at the UNH
Ticket Off ice at 862-2290.
Tickets will be available at the
door also.

ry blue jeans!
own resume and Good succeeds
in making the reading lighthearted and fast paced.
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There are worse passages, but
this one is pretty representative
of the lyric content. There is one
line though, from the cheery
"Descent Into the Inferno" that
actually gives a better justice
to this album than any reviewer
could, ever giv~: "Art· obscene
sprawling Jandscape of NO'
.
THING."

Scraping Foetus Off the Wheel

'JYail

~elf Immolation Records

JyJon Ekstrom
This is a horrible album. No ·
wait, let me qualify that; if the
·intent of this album is to induce
yiolent fits of anger, disgust and
-extreme depression, then it is Robert Fripp ,
an excellent album. Otherwise
God Save the King
'1 t .temains horrible.
Records
E.G.
for
... Fist is a horrible album
"a number of reasons, but the
most annoying one is the fact by Jon Ekstrom
that it so glibly pretends to be
_s omething more than the ex. Guitarist/ pedagogue Robert
crement it is.
Fripp has always been .snobbish·. Let's start with the man ly outspoken on his aims, intents
behind Foetus, Jim Thirlwell, and purposes and this most
who over the past four -and-a- recent rehash of previously
half years has conceived a var- releas.ed material with the ill iety of LP's, EP's and singles ins pired, dance-band concept
dripping wit.h his own brand of the League of Gentlemen is
nf dislocated misery. In a recent no exception.
. interview in SPIN magazine,
A compilation of the League
Thirlwell commented on his of Gentlemen album released'
music: "I don't really care about in 1981, God Save the Kingis
how people perceive it, if they an improvement on the origlike it or not. If they like it, all inal; thanks to the· vastly im- well and good, if they don't, too proved production used. In fact,
bad. I don't really write for an the re-mastered version of these
audience."
so-ngs as well as those on its
In the info. sheet accompan- sister album, Contact (culled
ying this lavishly documented from Fripp's '79 LP, Exposure)
album (replete with photos of make an interesting excercise
the professedly image-despising in how little we expect from
Thirlwell leering out of the technology both then and now.
smoky haze of a Goldinian
But to get to the heart of the
nightmare surrounded by a half matter; the songs on this album
. d~zen d~.capi_tated pig's heads comprise about half of the
on stakes), Thirlwell comments League of Gentlemen album on
that his s'e H-established label, which Fripp played the part of
'Self-Immolation Records, on musician and witty social comwhich his Foetus offspring mentator; the first by design
·reside exists " as an outlet for thanks to the cameo appearen-·
· recorded works .of aggression, tes of Daryl Hall, Terre Roche
j nspiraticm and insight, and in and Peter Gabriel, the second
•· r,eaction to, the general malaise, ' by proxy , thanks to the taped
t~fdiocr~.ty ap._d poison rife in wisdom of J.G. Bennett.
·
~1:li} musi¢ ·scene.:' •.
All in all, a remarkably human
·· , Such is ·the position of the . album, especially considering
, Foetus, vis. the self-proclaimed, that on this "EP" of the original
'ne~ messiah, Jim "Good is evil
album Fripp has wisely chosen
and evil is good" Thirlwell. He to leave out the tiresome indisis no Aqt.i-Christ-nothin g so creet dialogues between himself
trite as that. No, Jim Thirlwell and his cronies and his more
is anti-everything; a super- heavy-handed excesses and denihilist if you care for a label. liver us the raw components of
.And all of his Foetus ventures what was a vastly under-rated
are correspondingly impassi- · album to begin with.
oned.
"Cognitive Dissonance," one
To quote specifically from any of the finest showcases for
· one song on Nail would be Fripp's talent ever made, sparludicrous; they all say about the kles brightly, as do the other
same thing. The best solution tracks, with a rediscovered
is .to simply close my eyes and brilliance and clarity. Of course,
'pick five sentences at ran- much of this album is simply
dom .. and here we have five lines Fripp surrounding himself with
from the immortal favorite, an assortment of disposeable
"PIGSWILL,": "DESTROY- musicians and stating, "Look
... DESTROY ... PESTROY - at how well I can play. Please·
.. DESTROY /DESTROY. note all the infinately complex
.. ALL.GIRLS/PIGSW ILL fly and mind-boggling patterns of
with BLOOD nonight ... MEAT high-speed obscurantism I can
in SHOWER with KITCHEN conjure up with this equally
KNIFE/PIGSWILL weatherin dislocated mind I have." ·
the flood ... PIGSWILL fly the
Indeed, much of the problem
flag of blood/There'll be a hot with this album iies in the clash
ti~~ in the old town tonight."
between the capabilities of this

disposable band and Fripp's
infinately more sophisticated
ideas and technique. It would
not be until 1981 with the·
reincarnated King Crimson that
Fripp's ideal compromise between individual talent and
collective creativity. would be
realized on the album "Discipline."
And until Fripp can once
again realize that perfect state
of artistic being existing between the individual desire for
perfection and what those people around him are actually able
to deliver, God Save the Kingwill serve as yet another, if more
polished, segment in his eclectic
and brilliant career.

vitality-a bit more than the
Cl~sh can say at th)s point.

This is :Uig Audio Dynamite
blends some catchy dance
grooves, hip-hop arrangements
and Jones' nicely flavored cockney twang with some inspired
rhythm section/keyboard interplay. There's nothing particularly original on this album;
just solid songwriting from
Jones backed up with Don Letts'
audio effects and synthesizer
embellishments. It's a winning
-combination, and everyone on
this album plays with the confidence of this knowledge behind them.
The first n:ack, "Medicine
Show," asserts its authority
straight off with a refreshingly
raw guitar riff that sets the
leisurely pace for this lyrical bit
of outlaw abandon. Jones' lyrics
are as tight as they've ever been
and his ·playful characterization
of a couple of old west quack
doctors vending the latest curefor-all is humorously authentic
and nearly upstaged by some
hilarious excerpts and overtones
from spaghetti western dramas,
including "The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly."
The humor continues with
"Sony," another light-hearted
romp through the mind of a
Big Audio Dynamite
culturally disoriented Japanese
This is Big Audio Dynamite
corporate executive: "Western
Columbia Records
girls at Lexington Queen/ Are
the prettiest girls I ever seen/
I'd gladly part with hard earned
:by Jon Ekstrom
yen/ Just so I could be with
them.
Ex-Clash guitarist MickJones
teams up with Don Letts and " Jones' characteristically bitter.
a couple of rastafarians. A and ironic humor is dampened
overt
seemingly unlikely combination down a bit, lacking the
exhorted
it
relevance
political
at first, but given Jones'
Ska/Reggae influences upon the in the Clash; but then again,
· Clash (one of the reasons Jones much of Jones' political sentiwas kicked out of that erstwhile ment shows. up on the second
outfit) he suits the idiom nicely, side.
yielding a slew of hits and
"E equals MC squared" is the
confirming his continuing whopper airplay cut off B.A.D.:

a nice bit of dance floor syncopation. "The Bottom Line," on
the other hand, cuts right to··· well, the bottom line as it were,
imploring the masses to "dance
to the tune of economic decline."
Clearly Jones is relaxed enough
with his abilities and those who
execute his ideas to conceive this
.
wonderful dance track.
While the flip side reve~~s
none of the obvious side one
standouts, it's a scrupulous mo.ve
on B.A.D.'s part to save their
less than immediately danceable
tunes for the 2nd stretch, but
it only means that these tracks
are merely good rather than
excellent.
The lead cut, "A Party," is a
self-explanatory dance groove
that makes no bones about
having a good time but undercuts these feelings with some
bitter political observations.
"Sudden Inpact" and "St<;>rie
Thames" are the political meat
of the tracks here, hitting equally hard at the head and the feet
on the issues of commerciality
and the darker side of the
consequences of incholate lu~t:;"
B.A.D. concludes this perfectly balanced album with· a nice
stop 'n' go rhythm and powerful
but not preachy moralism.

All in all, some of Jones' best
work to date: a fiendishly clever
amalgamation of socio-political
concern and popular accessibility. Don't be fooled or intimidated folks, this album is ferocious from your head to y'our
toes: an album this good has got
:to be B.A.D.

The wicked Oliver (Aled Davies, left) discusses his brother Orlando's ensuing wrestling
bout with Cha~les, the court wrestler (Joel Miller) in The Acting Company's production
of Shakespeare's "As You Like It," appearing at UNH on Friday, January 31. (Ken Howard
.
photo)
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start the ~ear with
a loss ••• ·
SPECIAL .
·sTODENT

$90

OFFER

semester

.MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES

-

•Nautilus •Free Weights •Bio' Cycles

• .Rowing ~chines • Qualified Instructors • Co-eel Aerobics Classes (offered on 4 level~)

•REDUCED PRICE
ON PRWATE RENTALS
..
(hot tubs ., t•nnlns. ••••••• t•ble)

Special Programs: Park's Taekwondo School - Insbuctor: Sun w. Park
·· · · ..... . . · • ·.J.f#;i··~:~dci.:Ki·t\~:;,·::::· C:otL.t---f j. *15LA.rliah\I\.. N.H . ,'i'4/-l IDS-.
.
.
I
.
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.
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--MUB--

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS
MOW PARE YOO MIJ6 AM,

UNARMEP CAT F"ROM BEHINP!
I FEEL••• I FEEL, UM ••.
I FEEL

,!'

(continued from page 3)
on the building that affect
students. The student board has
been involved with setting
pr~orities for spending the funds
raised by the campaign,"said
·
Connole.
The MUB currently houses
44 student organizations including the student newspaper and
radio station. It also. serves as
a center for university guest
lectures, speeches by' presidential candidates, recitals and
social events. It also serves as
a base for the · CommuterTransfer Center and a movie
theater.
"We want to make the MUB
a more attractive and popular
place to hang out," said ConQ.ole.

-CONVICT .....

.DOONESBURY

BLOOM COUNTY

By GARRY TRUDEAU

By BERKE BREATHED

1.

SHOE

- -- ------·- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- --

By JEFF MacNELLY

- -- - ---

-

- - - - - e r - - - - - - -- -- - - ---,,-----·-··---

(continued from page 3)
that he was responsible fot
anything on campus," said Beau~
<loin. But Beaudoin added, "Investigation has disclosed that
he was responsible for burglaries of properties and businesses
in... the town of Durham proper,
Dover, Portsmouth, and some
communities in the state of
Maine."
Beaudoin also said an indictment is being sought against
Baker for possession and control
of a firearm, which is illegal for
a convicted felon. The gun was
found on campus but not at
Gibbs Hall.
Despite that, Beaudoin said
Baker had_ only committed
crimes against property and he
knew of no violent crime perpetrated by Baker on campus
or off.
Some Gibbs residents are still .
reluctant to talk -about Baker,
who· passed himself off as a
commuter and stayed with a
friend in one of the haU' s double
rooms. House director. Denise
Harmon declined to comment
on the case.
Apparently ·Baker had little
trouble blending in with the
students. One resident who
knew Baker well but wished not
to be identified, described him
as average looking; short, thin
with dirty blonde hair. "He was
a nice guy...everyone knew him"
well." She said- he spent a lot
of time at the dorm and attended
Gibb's get-togethers. She added.
she and other residents were
surprised with his arrest and
had not suspected he wu a
criminal.
After his arrest Baker was
taken to the county jail before
being sent back to the state
prison in Concord. He is still
serving his one to three year
sentence for burglary and is
awaiting additional time.
"There will be more charges
coming," said Beaudoin. "I don't
know what will happen with
those."

-DIGITAL(continued from page 5)
U nivers1ty can expect to gain
from the computer network in
areas such as music and writing
instruction, access to national
financial and economic computer databases which will support
g rowth in busines curriculum
and research and engineering
and space science research and
coursework.
Masland is "exci ted" abo ut
UNH's administrative and academic participation. Digital's
hope is that a large part of the
campus will be involved wi th
it," he added.
"Digital has been the Uni versity's largest supplier of
computers for 10 years," Shar
said.

fWE'NfY?d'NJE
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FILLIN·.· · ·

Gain Experience in the Student
Senate

THE:

Apply for Assistant Chairperson
of The
Campus Transit Authority Committee.

IL

Rl~he

Shuttle

11

from here to there and back again "

'

·. ,

(Looking tor individual who might be interested in continuing
on as chairperson of the C.T.A. next tall).
· _.

Applications due by Feb. 5th. .
Pick up applications in Rm 130, MUB

Looking for a new ", ·
challenge? Then look
our way. The career ·
opportunities at Domino~s Pizza have never been
,
better than NOW.

Call us. -

If you're tired of burgers,
tacos, chicken or fish
fillets, come to where
th((! dougtJ is - Oomino's
Pizza, ·stop in or call
your local Dorillno's
:
Pizza store- :tpd~y tor ',
specific empl.oymenf
information. And remember, with us, you fill in
the blank.
·
-

·..
II

"

{-.·

868-62'3·0

D.ur~~.m Sh~pping C~n~~r

,_· :"f;,·

..

'·:

•••

~

'

®

©1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc. .

GET INVOLVED
STUDENT ACTIVITY

: • -l

FEE ORGANIZATION .

''-

1 .

"

<;'"" ....~·

~

'

-~ · ~ ·•

'

.,,,

A ch,,ance.to learn about
. · YOUR UNIVERSITY ·.
Student ·senate Opelllngs:
Compensated Position
• Chairperson: Financial Affairs & ,A dmn.
• Ass't. Business Manager

will be hiring an

Assistant Business Manager
• Paid Position
•Leading to Business Manager's PositiQn
in 1986/87 ..
'
• -·Practical Business Experience
•Involvement with Student Organizations, Student Government, and. UNH
Administration
Applications are available in the M UB Room
'
124-A (across from Commuter Transfer Center)
and are due back by February 7, 1986.

********************

~Commuter

Senators
•Greek Senators

Can Pick 'up Applications in Rm.

130 MUB
Deadline for Applying is January
'

31st.
Compensated Positions February

All Interested Students Are Urged to

Apply!

5th.
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Try
"EAT NOT TO DULLNESS•••" B. FRANKin\

Benjamin's... a restaurant
for appetites at large!
Featuring mesquite grilled victuals.
.APPETIZERS
lrled MozzaTella

Restaurant & Lounge
for all ages!
Serious Food at Serious Funl

we ..C cdr die 11ncs whale milk Mm-

wc1a cbcac. #ft ii I clditddll
habed . . . . . dim !ipdy deep fry

__.....

Ii . . . . . aunc:bf auaide,hocand
FOCY inllide. Scrwed Wi1b mar1n. .

• •• 2....'1S
..,,,,,, l'ollllo.sldlu

.....

'lhlllCbur. tictand~. ~QllllC
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.....,,."°""',......,_
... 3. 50
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(Bo~h
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....... ._.. . . . .pafftl

13 Jenkins Court
Durham, NH
868-1105
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Oillillf'. . . . . .
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Uam-.2.pm
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..................... p!lllld
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• full Menu served 11 AM - 9 PM

BURGERS

SANDWICHFS ·t.·

All Burgers M Available
As 114 or 1h Pounders -

1 loal Bee( Swis

Bad10Basks

2 ROIS& Bcc( lbmy, Lcaucc, 'IJma&o,

hnato.

:3. t..J 5

and Blue Olcac Dres!ln&

A charco.i broiled burger done to your
liking and 9CfYCd on an onion roll with

~.'15
3 Rmsl lice( llatoll and Oialcbr.

crisp lc:cllKC andtomao. So big and
juicy you11 wmc rwo, but Wlit 'Ill }'OU
finah )'0\11' finL -

I/cl tb. ..

a-. Lcaucc,

Onion.

Broiled Sirloin
A chicle 3lld juicy cmtcr cut sirloin.
hand lrimmcd 3lld ctwcoal broiled IO
your Older. Sam wllll sau1ccd onion\

3. t.g'

3. 2S

4 Turtcy, Bacon, Leuuce. 1bmaro, 11'!1
Blue Ow:csc Drming.

Ben'$ Favorl~
Ac:hamlll broiled burger smod1cred

or mushrooms.

a.<15

with NUlftd oniom, peppers. and
muWooma under your choic:c ol
mdtal cheac on an onion roll With
lema :mcl tonmo.

6 'llafUy, Bacon, Onion with 5wisl

'It.lb ... 3_q6

Olcac :ind Lcaua: and lbmalo.

3,'-1-5
A double V4 or in pounder (car one
get 1 lrft m'Obia etas). dmcoll
broiled, "icb mp bacon and yuut
dlOkc olebmc. Scrmt on an onion
roll widl lcautt nl tomuo.

'h.. lb ...

7

Ham. 1bmalo and Swi5I Oicac wtdl

.. . g.crs-

Chicken lerlyald
llondm chicken brasc. martrwal in a
light 1l:riylld sauce dlcn grilled OV1:l'
die hoc cNn:oals. order by'inc ~or

'-""'
Layers

-::;~n

~wilh~bmd.

~

_.3. "It)

legetable Patties
Sraulcal zucchini. ml pqircr and green
onion ina50Ur cream and egg mixture,
cookcd golden in a panakr·likc p111y.

DESSERTS
1---------All Dc$crts ~fade Fresh Righl Here

.. -- .· 3.9€°

. .. ".°' s-

I . 75

c.arrot Cake

ol Ricotta and Momrdb

Olecsc Cake

checscs.SWCCI Italian~ U>
mzto sauce & Imp noOOlo.

/.

- with stnWbcrrics

wlHaagen.Daz ~Ila Ice Ct'2lll

/. Cf5

All Enuca ~ \l'idt bir OIOicc
Of Pomo,~ and Sala! IX Soup.

chc bawd b today's spc:cial!

8 Ham, 8acQlt and Ow:ddarwtlb DlloD
Mmani, Lcuucc A: 'lbmau>.

'3.'1~

3.'-16'"
10 ~ l'oc::at Syrian 8rCld StuSa1
fldl wlfrab \tgics :mcl Mdlcd

Make A Conlplc:cc Mal By Ackung
ASmlad Or Cup OfSoup

Olcac

~.25

All Sanduitcba Conw Wllb Jtiur
CboiaofBntotl, Slallr FrlG tllld"

SALADS

Coll'ce

.'lo

lb

. '/()

Ptdllc

'lbswd Saltul.

Mille

This big side salad Is anflllly llJIKd
f08Clhcr wi<h frail mm:d greens.
lllmalo, cri!lp great pcppcrs. onion.
cucwnbcn. and arrocs. wllh aourom.
:mcl your choice ol dmsing.

Soda

Q,ldum Stir Fry

Frenc.b Onion

O!unb of frail chlclccn sllr &!al wich
frail vcggia Uld seasoned wldl pile,
50)' Siiia! and frail ginger.
Scntd widl rice.

I.Olds ol OllioM wlch IOlllC CllUa special
!ouches, aumpkd bacon and Frmcb
brad IOppCd wldl melted checx.

/.'6
Big.Ben's

... '-/. '1€

2..25

Sec ilyou an lini5h dlitonc!Julicnncd
Swi9 Cl!ccsc. mushrooml, hard boij_al
qm. ripe olives and chunks of fresh
chlckm. piled high on a tOSKd salad
wldl your choic:c ol drcsBing.

Chowder

·

c,.u.p / . 2..5
bovJI J. 95

SoupDu]our
Made daily wilh lhc frclhal Yqgict
and or lllCllS lhar M: can find oospc:cial
and pm Ille sningl and~~
toyoul
z.~

lllSICd salad wlchoul lhc chk:km,

cup /.

l.9~

bowl I

--·-

-

-

•

/ . oo

plus a line monmcnt ol spina
Crom our bar.
l'rfcatlo-~flill

... 5.50

a.11._Rlz.

Fresh ginger and garlic 5CL'IOll tender

.. .a.Vt.a.II~

SU'ips ot bee{ Stir fried logcthcr widl
loads ot frc!lt vcggio hi a ligllt 50)'
sauce.~ widl rice.

•w1aiow.....-

leggte Stir Fry
1.oQoffmh ~stir-fried
together wilh prlic and fmh ginger in

a Ugl1150f sauce, served widt rice .

.qt

. . . 3.qs

Pagtj

--::.:;:-.;;,;0 ;r,.;;"~[~1~,},~:;:... - -:~.;-·~-;~.-::~::.i-<C1~~-~~-<l-1 ei~·,:t=-=-

-~.::-~~-- . .·--"-,.-:..------.-.-.-:.----

Spring W.uer

Thb ddlcious stir fry coma togcihcr
with Cln'Ol5, zucdlinl. and green P'P'
pas. Smoncd widl fresh ginger and
prlic in a ligllt 50f SlllCC wilh fmh
chopped panlcy.

P~t1

6

so
. 70/. '!O

... 4.96

Big Ben's Salad
julicnncd Swiss, mushrooms, hard·
boiJal cg, bbd; oliftS, piled high Oil I
9Crftd wldi your choice of drmin&

Sbrlmp Stir Fry

BeefStir Fry

Thick and chunky. madr frail scvcral
!Ima daily. lb rtaan: Ille bc!ll daYOr,
the only My WC know!

J.95

~- .·.:.~·

°IS'

Double Olocolatc Brownie

; .. 1.(qS'

FrabSeajood o/tbe Day

Dl)on M.-d, Lcaua: A:~ •

So11r Cream and Summer

-~-·•"'.,, . . 6-.,..-,.•, '5-~•·y

rl!•~

..Ji
.--...•

';#

~~\•..... r.,'"-.:...:...1~.l...tf. .~

. . ·:.. . ~ .. ~:.."',.,,.: ...

'S'_j
)J/l-

....

/i(

.....

t .a

it..>
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CLASSIFIED
Apartments for Rent

ri!il

!Tl

Dover- 2 bedroom condo for rent. Brand
new fully applianced/washdryer I carport/ fir.eplace I balcony I gas
heat. $600 lease and pets negotiable. Near

;:~~::::~~~~a~~~~!~3~~~::5~ for rent

.•

Lost and Found
Found-Male cat , gray with white spots
under chin. If you have any informat ion
on his home. Please cal l Kim room 105
or Tricia room 115. At 868-9608 or extension 4430.

11• I

I

"

What ·do you think about MTV and MUSIC
VIDEOS? Writer/researcher would lik.e
to know. Call 692-4460 anytime.

Mack .. Hoskin, and Head- Hey, it's good
to be back! Hope we all have an amazing
semester. Sue. it's our last one! Wahoo Kristen

P_e_rs_o_n_a...,.l_s___

~rand new. fully applianced. Washer I dryer.

Club house pool. tennis courts arid carport.
Gas heat: $550-600-650 balcony. Lease
oe.gotiable and pets negotiable. Call 603430-8595.
Room tor rent in house ii} bover. Near KariV~n route. washer and drter on premises.
Rent $200 per month plus 1 /2 utilities .
Prefer older student or grad student. Call
862-258~ days, 742-7304 nights. Ask for
Sue or Perry.

Rochester-Furnished apartment tor rent.
One bedroom. references. security deposit.
No pets. Tel. 3"32-7708.

'--H----elpw_anted--"!J[HJ
_• $;1 0-$360 week ly I up mailing circulars!

,~Ne quotas! Sincerely inteJested ru.sh selt{~pdressed
~·470CEG.

envelope: Success PO aox '
Woodstock, IL 60098

·'Workstudy Position. Pre-school aid. Morn'iin'gs. Excellent pa·y. Newmarket Recreation
\ °&. Parks. Call 659-.§963, Also neeqed
Aerobics Instructor (wkstdy not required).
· Experience preferred: Eves 5-7. Excellent
'~pay. On Kari-Van Route. Call N'ewm~rket
~~creation & Parks 659-5563.

?.E~m money market'ing Fortune 500 com -..
''"panies products on campus. Part-time
' (flexible) hours each week. Call 1-800. 243-6679.
~brk study applicants needed ai Library.

$3.35 to start. See Mrs. Martling, Loan Desk.
or call 1534.

SAE LITTLE SISTERS AND PLEDGES :
OUR FIRST MEETING IS TUESDAY JANUARY 28 . .9:15 AT THE HOUSE.
Pia & Wina- Thanks for skiing, bud-night
at Ronnie's, happy hour down the mountain.
the wipe out on Four -Mile island and
dancing until all hours at the Ritz. It was
a blast! Love. #1 voice and the Snow Bunny.

. ..._ _ _

See the Stompers FRl:E!!! Tech ies and
security peop le -needed! Sign up at the
MUSO office Rm. 148in the MUB. Organ izational meeting at 2 pm Sat. Jan 25 in
the MUSO office.

Winter Carn ival is almost here! Pick up
information packets Monday, February 3rd
at 7 pm in the Student Activities Office!

Gordon- Get psyched for more dancing
and partying this semester. (But no more
· tights!) Just remember-your "Big Sis" is
watching you!
Hi you guys on the third floor Congreve
(my buddies) so glad to see you again I
missed you!! Let's have, a great semester!
Much love. Lisa

King size mattress with box springs and
frame. Excellent condition . Extra firm .
support. $200.00 call 868-1152.
Waist high refrigerator for sale. Plenty of
room for liquid refreshments. Will take best
offer. Call C. Brace. 868-1314.
· 1979 BMW 528i Blue 4 spd, sunroof. air
cond. AM/FM cassette. 72 Kmi. $65QO.

(

_r_:..~_··
___i(~]

Adoption: Professional couple desires L ·"Mel Gibson"-Hey Tom-Been swimming
family . If pregnant and wisl;l to give your lately? Hey-I went back to the boy from
ch ild !JP for adoption. please contact us. home-.J'm in love big time-Will you come
Expenses paid. Confidential. Collect after · to the wedding? I miss you. Tons of love7 pm (61.7)-534-3171.
Hugs and Kisses-Annie.

!'-:_
.··. _ _
•_·_.:.,_
..

My parents will kill me if 1 don't find my lost
ring. Small.. women's UNH class ring, gold
with white stone. lost somewhere between
Field House and Fairchild. It found call

Beanhead-Keep the Faith. You're strong,
you're ,cool. you've got lust. I mean love.
in your heart. Amazingly enough, I'm still
awake. Take care . L,ove, The One who'll
·
be warm and laughi~g, Ha.J1a.b-!l.
-

Karen 868-6041 .

Hi you women in D2. I'm. psyched to be

Alison-Welcome to 46 Madbury! Get ready
for a wild semester with your fellow AZ's!
DR is psyched there is another MMA mama

1977 Ford Granada 6 cyl., 4 spd .. V.godd
tires, body, new front shocks, recent trontend al ignment. AM/FM cass. stereo.
$650.00 or B.O. Call 742-4138 after 5 pm:

76 Mercury Marquis. 126k miles. New tires
and shocks, siereo. Just passed iosp~ction.
Excellent condition. No rust. $950 or B.O.
Call Jaideep at 4036 o.r 868-9892.

1979 Saab 900Gli Blue 3 dr Hatchba·ck,
4 spd, AM/FM cassette, 81 Kmi, $3:500.
Call Jay Williamson-sales rep. for European
Auto Sales at 868-9631, 59 Main St. ·
Tires. 4 ·c ontinental radials. 185/7-0 _SR
14. Sometread. $12 all. Mildred 862-33l}1.
Pair formal Iv. rm. lamps, brass base. l~a.ded
glass. silk shade. 44" $25 each. $4'5::pr.
Mildred 862-3381 .
"· ·

Technics Becefver-A.rnp, TEAC Cas~ette ·
Deck. Kenwood Turntable with Memorex
Cleaning System. All in excellent condition.
back! Missed you! Get excited for this - All for $170. Call Jaideep at 4036 or 86~semester and for Flmida (find Houston~ . 9892.
!!)LOVE~ ya, Lisa Bye f\!owJ ~ :, '· :
r

personals
~,: to

friends
lovers
roomates
"professors -.-: anybody

in the house.
-HAf>IW BIRTHDAY SUE!!! HAVE FUN
1974 BMW-2002. silver. new paint, engine
Winter Carnival is almost here! Pick up
=SA
:...:.T..:,.U=-R
:...:.
· D=-A
.:_Y.:_!.!!.
:__ __ _ _ __ _ _
rebuilt. 9 kmi. 4 spd. AM/FM .cassette~ lOK.
informal-ion packets Monday,, February 3rd.
Young
DriveWell
here
we
go
again.
36
$3500.
.
.
at 7pm in the StuC:ant Activites Office!
Good luck with classes everyone. I'll see
1979
Saab
Turbo
900
4.
Qt'
sedan.
g~een Hi Smiley! I miss your cooking, cleaning. -most of you in the am report. Rob-have
metalic, 5 spd, air. , s:unroof, AM'/FM
and your terrific bag lunches. When can
lunch at Philbrook more often. See ya. Bye!!
· cassette, 12.5 Kmi, New Turbo ..$4000.
we dQ it.a.gain? Maybe in Paris on the Seine
Love N02
1976 Saab 99, 3 dr. HatchbAck, aut~matic.·
witha bottle of Mad Dog, or in Zurich at
HALL .HOUSE- Let's win that $100 tor our
AM/FM stereo. oranoe. 52 Kmi, $2500.
the Matterhorn with a pckage of twinkies . .. .treasury. Have fun but be clean about it.
Voulez vous co1,1chez ...? - ·.· · - --·- -~ • Don't.'take that the wrong way Heather!!!

· See_ya. bye!!! N02
Andrea-I'm glad my you're my sis.ter. I'll
call this weekend and we'll get together.
really! ~ndrea ._

~·-'-~~~~~~~~~~

' Lyena- I'm psyched our room came out
lookin9 so good and only fixing it up in two
days, ·1 swear it has to be a new record .
Bill- A belated hippo birdie two ewe. Hope . We are going to have a good semester
grade wise because I can feel it in my
it was merry! Th·anks fqr the Chinese food .
bones. Talk to you later cutie and .s66n
Andrea
you'll be able to type the personals. See
ya, Bye. Love N02

NCA-Let's make this semester. our LAST
semester, a great one. I know we can. Love
you - Skip..

Winter Carnival is almost here' Pick up
information packets Monday, February 3rd
at 7 pm in the Student Activities Of!i~

:·Genie'. galiilg,e d,oor,qp~ner-motor fiM,. AIJ __ '
· parts~ Needs· g~nrus _fo"actjust or hnpovice ' ·
:
for ~er!;ic;.~ 9peJatt~p: $25 _Mildreci.
1
338,t;,, \,,, (;, \., ..,;. '•; ~ .·. . .
::,. .
&

8F

c ;:. ,

1978 AMC Cc)°~cord, great condition .
reliable (even in. cold weather). auto, air,
. power~.steering, brake~. 4 new tires. $1.150.
7 42~ 7f35 .. '
'
1979 Toyota pick-up. New radial tires and
many new parts. Long bed with cap great
for holding skis and camping gear. Rund
just fine $900. Call 862-2:}~6 or 742-3362
(Keep trying).

}'Our ·'

lM

.

·~l)PENINGS ,~,,

NH'{> largest shoe store~:~
·019e:nings in the Men's D4~t
Sales and Stock. Flexibl~
stiifts : Includes days,~:\/~
enings, or ·w eekends. 1~:40 hrs. per week. Call 74:~t
1893. Dave Whitehous?§;,
Red's Shoe Barn, Dovel
NH .. Near the Kari-V~n
route.

Attn: Durham to . .

Somersworth·Travelers' ·
Now you can commute to
Somersworth by Coast bus. Just
board the Route 3 Coast Kari-Van
bus in Durham and transfer to a
Coast Watson Route 7 bus at the
Weeks Traffic Circle. Departure and
arrival times for the connection at
Weeks Traffic Circle are listed below
for your convenience. Clip out the
handy schedule for future reference
for rides to or from UNH. Coast
makes "getting around smooth
sailing" for Somersworth UNH
students. Check the Coast schedule
for Satuday &Sunday route times.

Market St. Somersworth to UNH (Durham)
AM
LV Market St. 7:09
(Route 7)
AR Weeks
7:25

AM
8:19

AM
10:1 4

AM
PM
11:00 12:59

PM
2:15

PM
4: 14

PM
4:52

PM
5:40

8:35 10:30 11:16 1:15 2:31
4:30
Weeks Circle - Transfer to Route 3 Bus
LV Weeks
7:27
8:37 10:32 11 :37 1:37 2:37 4:3i
L
L
u
L
L
L
L
AR UNH
7:48
8 :57 10:53 11 :57 1 :57 2:57 4:57
L=Lower Square Dover Bus
U=Upper Square Dover Bus

5:08

5:56

5:12
L
5:32

6:02

u
6 :23

UNH {Durham) to Somersworth
LV UNH
(Route 3)
AR Weeks
LV Week's

AM
AM
AM
AM
PM
7:00
8:00 10:05 11:05 1:05
L
L
u
L
L
7:37
8:37 10:32 11:37 1:37
Weeks Circle - Transfer to Route
7:40
8:40 10:32 11:39 1:39

PM
PM
2:05 3:35
L
L
2:37 4:07
7 Bus
2:39 4:34

AR Market St. 7:56
8:56 .10:53 11:55 1:55
2:55 4~50
L =Lower Square· Dover Bus
U=Upper Square Dover B~s

PM
4:35

PM
5:35

L

u

5:12

6:02

5:12

6:04

5:28

6:20
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CAREER RELATED JOBS
WHY PROCRASTINATE ANY LONGER?

Class begins Feb. 3

uSTUDENTS ONLY"
Sign-up by Jan. 31 Rec Sports
Rm 151 Field House

LET FIELD EXP,ERIENCE HELP YOU GET
MORE FROM YOUR STUDIES!

CALL 862-1184
UNH FIELD EXPERIENCE
UNH Rec. Sports

862-2031

. Apply now ...

TO YOUR
FUTU

Be a Staff Member of

FRESHMAN
ORIENT·ATION '86
You will meet people and have fun while introducing
new freshmen to UNH ... you will be the first to meet
them and they will form their first impressions of UNH
frorry you. You will develop leadership and communication skills~ learn more aboutyou university~ be a
. member of a great staff and have an enriching experience
working as part of a team.

-

Ready to
unlock your. .
potential?
'
Then here
are your keys.
We're looking
for delivery drivers
with the ambition to
advance through
our system.stepby-step.
Call or stop in your
local Domino's Pizza

,_. .
Ir
Call

· ·

store today for
more
.
employment
information.
Who knows? The keys to
your future just might
be waiting for you at
Domino's Pizza.

us.

868-6230
Durham Shopping
Center
·
·

·11·

m ·.
•

•
• •

®

©1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

SU-MMER EMPLOYMENT:
JUNE 1a.30
This is a salaried position.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE in the Dean of
Students Office
2nd Floor-Huddleston Hall
APPL/CATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 7
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.. ·. Choosing a long distance
company is a lot like choosing
· . ·.. a roommate. .· · .·.
-;\

. ....

·'

It's better to know what they're
like before you move in. · .
Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long,distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some cqmpanies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the
1

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate~so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for·wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.·
So when you're askP-d to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, qual.ity is the one
·thing everyone can agree on·.
Reach out and touch someone~ ·

ATs.T

~ AT&T Communications·

The right choice.
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Wildcat skiers off to an impres sive beginn ing .
Alpine
By Marc Micciche
Lesson One: History_:_UNH
has a history of sub-par performance at its own carnivals.
Lesson Two: Don't believe
everything you hear.
"Historically, this is one of
our better starts at a home meet
and it was one of our best-run
alpine competitions ever,"
glowed UNH men's coach Paul
Berton. .
When you think about it,
these words seem like typical
press fodder, but Berton's eyes
betray his excitement. He and
womeri's coach Rob Hamilton
have a right to be proud. Their
racers produced this past weekend in a fashion that strengthens UNH's threat in the
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association.
Both veterans and new blood
posted impressive results. Freshman Matt Found will improve
throughout the season, Berton
says. Found has already finished
in UNH's · top-2 in both slalom
and giant slalom, scoring NCAA
points in both events. This is
his first experience in Division
I racing. Junior R.J. Turner also
brought home strong results,
finishing eighth in Friday's GS
and posting the sixth fastest
second-run time in Saturday's
slalom.
For the women, freshman
Betsy Eastman has given us a
glim se of her potential ost-

ing the sixth fastest second-run
time in Saturday's slalom.
Although luck often plays a
big role in ski racing, hard work
is crucial. Paul ' Pfosi and
Kiersten Severeid exemplified
this, starting out of the sixth
seed both days and working
their way to top-20 finishes.
Excellent conditions promoted these successes. The snow
at Loon was very good Doth days.
Even the slalom held up well
as Saturday's warmer temperatures softened the snow at all
altitudes.
Many racers commented on
the difficulty of Friday's intimidating GS. Berton, who set the
course for the first run, described it as a "world class
course." Coach Hamilton was
satisfied with the difficulty and
characterized the second run as
"very long and fast, like a miniSuper-G."
The men ran first in the
slalom, leaving the women to
fight the ruts each run. An
unidentified Dartmouth racer
rernarked that "women tend to
ski a lower and slightly rounder
line" through the gates which
did not allow them to follow the
men's ruts all the time.
The Wildcats entered this
event following two weeks of
intensive trai_n ing and competition in State races and Bate's
Carnival the preceeding weekend. Althou h the Bates events

UNH skier Rick Kuhn makes
courtesy of the ski team)
were not NCAA qualifiers this
year, UNH showed the depth
· of its teams when its "second
team" beat the first teams from
both Bates and New England
College as well as Dartmouth's
second team.
Kiersten Severeid won the

the turn during the alpine events at the UNH Carnival.(photo
slalom in Macomber Cup action
this past Sunday while Sarah
Stokes and Cynthia Lewis swept
the place and show slots.
Bolstered by early-season

successes, UNH-heads to Whiteface and Lake Placid for the St.
Lawrence Carnival this weekend.

By Jocelyn Ritchot
The UNH men's and women's cross-country ski teams
opened their competitive season
at the Bates Carnival January

The UNH carnival was the
kick-off of the battles- between
the eastern powers. The Uni~
versity of Vermont (UVM), led
by a foreign delegation in the
women's race, proved why they
are still the best in the east.
UVM 's men's team, led by
thre_e United States ski team
members, easily took the top
three spots, however UNH's
Sullivan and Miles are expected
to take a run at breaking up this
dominance. In the women's
race, Wildcat senior Pennie
McEdward finished in a tie for
tenth, with Benoit only three
seconds behind. Senior Kelly
Milligan returned from Wyoming in time to further add to the
Wildcats' depth.
Freshman Kris Philbrook,
after breaking into UNH' s top
six the week before, proved she
is there to stay by moving her
way up to UNH's fifth skier. ·
She skied to a solid 18th place
finish overall.
In the relay the following day
Milligan scrambled in for a
second place finish.
The men's team was led by
Miles who finished in. tenth
place in 47:06, followed by
Sullivan in 11th with a time of
47 :08. A surprising finish that
impressed Crnich Schwartz was
turned in by junior Tim Miner·
who placed 18th.
The relay the next day proved
to be the highlight of the
weekend. Sullivan led the Wild ...
cats in the first leg, battling it
out with former Olympian
Bruce Likely of UVM. Miner
then skied a strong s~cond
anchor leg to hold off Dartmouth and Middlebury and give
the Wildcats a second place
finish behind UVM.
The Wildcats travel to Lake
Placid to ski in the St. Lawrence
carnival this weekend.

10.

J

I

Wildcat skier Anne Benoit(above) on the move during the cross-country races at the UNH
Carnival.(photo courtesy of the ski team)

This year the Bates race was
not counted as an NCAA qualifier so the race was used as a
tune-up by UNH. In that way
UNH head coach Cory Schwartz
got a good look at his squad.
The Wildcat women's team,
backed by seniors, proved to be
very strong. Ann Benoit skied
to a third place finish and the
Wildcat relay team placed second the next day in an exciting
relay.
Leading UNH's men's squad
was senior Brendon Sullivan.
Sullivan, an all-east selection
last year, scored 4i_s first win
the year.
Joe Miles, who i returning
after spending a year m Norway,
provided UNH with the power
they need after losing three alleast performers by skiing to his
best carnival finish of his college
career, placing th_ird.
After a week of training in
the White Mountains the Wildcats were well prepared for the
UNH carnival held at the Jackson ski touring center January
17 and 18.

----------MEN'S B-BALL---------stayed in the hotel in Buffalo
-with the flu and Niagara's trica ptains Reed Watts, Leon
Blalock and Joe Alexander were
suspended for the game by
Coach Andy Walker for missing
curfew. Assistant coach Bob
Berry replaced Friel.
The Niagara loss was reminiscent of the two previous losses

(continued from page 28)
to Boston University and Nor- Griffins at the Buffalo Audittheastern. In both of those orium. The Wildcats pulled off
-games the Wildcats played a two-point victory over the
extremely well in the first half Griffs in Durham during semesonly to suffer second half scor- ter break.
ing droughts.
The loss to UNH is one of
The Wildcats(8-8 oven;dl) only two conference losses for
will try to put an end to that the Griffs who stand at 6-2 in
pattern tomorrow night when .t h i r d p 1 a c e b e h i n d
t_hey _play the Canisius Golden Northeastern( 4-0) and Sie!la

College(6-l). Close behind Canisius are Niagara(5-3) and
Boston University(3-2).
The Wildcats are tied for
sixth place with the University
of Maine Black Bears at 2-6,
followed by the University of
Vermont (2-7) and Colgate(06). The top eight teams _qualify
for the post-season tournament.

-
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Improvement: . goal
for men's hockey

The UNH men's hockey team's problems co_ntinued Tuesday at Boston University where
.they l~st 9-1 to the Terriers. (file photo)

By Chris Heisenberg
The Wildcats stopped their
Even in the midst of their _ early season slide with a 5-3
worst season in history, the victory over Colorado College,
UNH men's hockey team is still but then began another losing
holding out hope for a strong streak in the second game 4-2.
The .next weekend the 'Cats fell.
fi0ish and playoff performance.
With a 2-22 record, and last 6-2 and 3-2 in overtime. Then
place in the Hockey East stand- against the number one in the
ings, the Wildcats have 11 country Denver Pioneers, they
games left before the Hockey lost 9-2 and 8-3. Back in the east
East Playoffs. Every team makes against BU they dropped a 91 game Tuesday.
the playoffs in Hockey East.
Over the break UNH was
"Our goal now is to slowly
get better in every game, work without Leach, who represented
on our sys~em and our defense," USA in the World Junior Toursaid sophomore Steve Leach, nament in Hamilton, Ontario
(Canada). It was Leach's third
one of the bright spots this year.
"Our big problem going into and final year on the team, and
the playoffs is confidence level. he was selected captain. Leach .
We need to get a couple of wins led the team in scoring with 6under our belt, and maybe move 5-11 totals in seven games, as
up a notch or i:wo in the stand- USA won the bronze medal for
the first time ever.
ings."
Leach played against former
"The playoffs are a new
season, a fresh start, and any- Wildcat Peter Douris who led
thing can happeq. Right now Canada to the Silver Medal.
the frustration is so intense, After the tournament Douris
because we know we are a better joined the Winnipeg Jets of the
team," said the right wing, who NHL.
·~what we need is a better
has 18 goals.
work ethic," Leach. commented
after the BU game. "We're in
such a groove now that only 510 percent of the team is working hard. The guys are afraid :
to try some things, afraid to
solid victories.
The team seems to have win."
Goalte.nder Greg Rota conturned the corner and could be ·
a force at the upcoming ECAC s curred with Leach's 'assessment.
"The problem is frustration. We
and New Englands.
"We''ve put in a lot of long have the abilities, but we're
hours and it seems to be paying trying to figure out what to do
off. We're starting to come to win."
"Our one goal this season is
through in the clutch," com- ments team member Dan Shain. to improve, and peak m~ar the
playoffs. We have shown imShain;
With a few more clutch vic- provement for two or three
tories, the UNH men's wres- games in a row, then we've
tling team could find themselves regressed."
UNH faces Maine, which is
in a very good position.
UNH's next action will be a just above them in the standtri-meet with Western New ings, at Snively on Monday.
England College and Rhode Maine and Lowell are both
within striking distance only
Island College February 1.
five points ahead of UNH.

Wildcat wrestlers gaining momentu m
. fared pretty well, only losing an overmatched Lowell squad
By Chris Urick
After a slow start this season, to Columbia. UNH defeated 50-0: UNH was handed three
the UNH men's wrestling team Rutgers 3 7-7, losing only the forfeits, and registered three
finally appears to be putting it 150, 158, and 167 classes by close pins in the other four matches.
together. Before the break, the margins. The 'Cats also defeated Paul Schwern returned to the
team sported a 1-3 record, but C.W. Post 33-11., getting im- lineup after missing the Sun· after defeating four of their five pressive victories at the 118 shine Classic, and was impres''vacation" opponents, they now - (Caracci 17-1), 167 (Tim Weck~ sive with a 9-2 win at the 150
stand above the level mark with werth recording a 9-0 shutout), class.
and heavyweight (Con Madigan · UNH did not have it that ea·sy
a 5-4 record.
The team started off with a a 3-0 shutout) classes. In its only when they took on Central
trip to Florida. But it was not loss, the Wildcats could only Connecticut Saturday. UNH
to lounge in Ft. Lauderdale, or . register victories from ~eck trailed 13-11 after the first six
to "squish the fish," it was to werth, Beradino at the 177, and classes, burwon the last four
display their efforts at the Baldasaro at the 190, as Colum- to s~cure the victory. Tim Weckbia swept. the rest and took a werth gave them the lead for
Sunshine Wrestling Classic.
good with an impressive 14-2
The team battled Rutgers, 26-12 victory.
UNH evened its record at 4- victory at the 167 and Baldasaro,
Columbia, and C.W. Post and
4 on January 15, as it shutout Beradino and Madigan added

---~----WOMEN'S HOCKEY-------~already this season,the Huskies
were pumped, just coming off
a 4-0 shutout of two-time defending ECAC champion Providence College-a team UNH
had beaten by just one goal
December 8.
Once again, the long trip and
exhaustion showed in UNH's
play.
Led by freshman Fiona Rice
with two goals and three assists,
Northeastern opened the scoring just 3:15 into the first
.
period.
UNH got their fir t wind,
however, and put themselves
. ahead with a power play goal
by Beth Barnhill at 9:43 before
a second goal by freshma.n Shelly
Difronzo ended the period 21.
In the second period the
scoring volleyed. Though
UNH' s Cheryl Allwood opened
the scoring at just nineteen
seconds, a Husky goal at the 2:37
mark brought Northeastern
within one. Hunt was then able
to tally again for the Cats at 6:01,
but the pleasure lasted only until
a second Northeastern goal at
9:40 once again brought the
Huskies within striking range.
In the third period, they
struck.
. At 6:53 of the third stanza
Northeastern's Rice tied the

(continued from page 28)
his team's success is due heavily we didn't play well and it came
score at four.
down to an OT win."
And the score held, until a to his team's character.
This weekend, the Cats are
"We showed a lot of character
Husky tally at 14:21 put Northeastern ahead for the second that third period (against To- going to have to play tough.
ronto)," said McCurdy, citing Beginning Friday, UNH plays
. time in the game.
Yet once again, UNH persist- an example. "Most teams would host to the Granite State Toured until an unassisted goal by get down, but they keep coming nament. Teams attending_include Providence, York U niverStone at 15 :03 tied the score and back."
"Just having beaten Nor- sity of Ontario and Minnesota.
sent the game into overtime.
"We've got three tough
And once into overtime, it , theastern three times this year
took UNH' s Allwood just ~hree is a tremendous accomplish- games with three tough teams,"
minutes and thirty-six seconds ment," he said. "They just don't said McCurdy. "The Canadians
. work hard-they are tenacious,"
quit."
to take the game, 6-5.
"I did not think we'd be at 9- he continued, "and Providence
Once again, UNH goalie
Narsiff saved the Cats. Though 0 at this point," said Narsiff never plays easy."
"Every team we play is going
Narsiff gave up more goals in honestly. "Not with the inexto come out flying," said N arsiff:
this game than had been scored perience of our team."
"The record is indicative of "They' re going to be after us."
on her all season (the total was
UNH begins the weekend
four), she faced 44 Husky shots. the talent," N arsiff continued,
In the other end, Northeastern "but not of the way we've been with York University tonight
netminders T.C. Devine and playing." For an example, Nar- at 8 before meeting Minnesota
Patti Hunt combined for 42 siff cited Tuesday's Northeast- Saturday at 7 pm and Providence
at 1:30 pm on Sunday. The other
ern contest.
saves.
"They outskated us, but we teams will also play each other
Fo.t: a squad of just one senior
and four freshmen, the team's made them look good, too .. .lousy during the weekend.
progress this season has been passes, hurrying the puck," CAT NOTE:
an unexpected surprise for N arsiff said.
Four Wildcats were honored
McCurdy agreed. .,
UNH head coach Russ
over break at the MacMaster
"We can play better than Invitational Tournament by
McCurdy.
When ·asked if he had antic- that-we were outplayed at being named to the tournament
ipated such success· with this times," he said. "They (Nor- All-Star team. Among those
year's ~quad, McCurd.(s a~swer theastern) are a good team, but selected were forwards Vivienne
we could play a better game. We Ferry and Janey Siddall, defenwas qutCk and short: No.
"I thought we would have a were a little ragged."
seman Pam Manning and goal"Up in Canada, in the game tender Cathy N arsiff. N arsiff
good team," McCurdy con~
tinued, "but realistically, I did vs. Toronto it took until the was also selected the tournathird- period to crank," said . ment's Most Valuable Player.
not expect it."
According to McCurdy then, Narsiff. "With Northeastern, .

Granite
State
Women's
Hockey
Tourney

Friday
6 pm Prov.
vs Minn.
8pm UNH
vs. York
Saturday
5 pm Prov.
vs. York
7pm ·U N.H
vs. Minn.
Sunday
11 am York
vs. Minn.
1:30 pm UN.f f
. vs. Prov.
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Sports
Wildcat women's hockey hosts tourney
Now 9-0
after 6-5
win over NU
By J. Mellow
Three games is all it rook this
break for the women's ice hockey team to upset "the best team
in Ontario," rake its second
tournament title of the year and
extend its season record to a
-still-unbeaten 9-0 mark.
On Friday, January 18, the
Cats defeated the U niversiry of
Toronto 4-2 in the semifinal
·round of the MacMaster lnvi. rational tournament before
claiming the championship with
a 5-0 win over host MacMaster
. Saturday.
And on Tuesday, January 21,
the women remained unbeaten
and untied with a slim 6-5
overtime win over rival Northeastern University here in
Durham.
Yer -if every statistic and fact
could be deceiving, here is such
a case. For while the UNH squad
won such games, none were won
easily.
In Hamilton, UNH had to
shake off the effects of a fourteen hour bus ride before meeting Toronto. A hard skating,
relentless club, the Blues held
UNH scoreless until 13 :40 of
the first period when freshman
Loq1a Moody was able to put
the puck past Toronto netminder Debbie Block.
Both teams were then held
at bay for the duration of the
second period, until a goal by

The UNH women's hockey team nudged past the Northeastern Huskies Tuesday night in Durham 6-5 in overtime. The
victory improved UNH's unblemished record to 9-0.(Sanjay Jain photo)
I
Toronto with just one second
remaining tied the score and
breathed life into the Blues.
And though Cheryl Allwood
was able to put UNH up again
at 10:20 of the third stanza, a
Blues' goal just nine seconds
later tied the score once again.

Yet UNH pressed, and at
12:03 junior Janet Siddall tallied
to put the Cats up 3-2 before
sealing the win with a second
goal with just two seconds
remaining.
Saturday proved better lUck
for the Wildcats, as UNH took

the MacMaster Marauders easily, 5-0.
Two goals by sophomore Sue
Hunt paced the Wildcats, while
juniors Karey Stone and Dawn
Wright and freshman Ann
Ensor each rallied once apiece.
Key for the Wildcats was
junior- netminder Cathy N arsiff.
Against Toronto, Narsiff tallied
31 saves, saving UNH's hide
more than once during the four

penalties dealt the Cats. With
MacMasrer, Narsiff faced 24
shots and, saving all, racked up
her fourth shutout of the season.
.. UNH returned from the True
North at 5:30 Monday morning
only to face the Northeastern
University Huskies Tuesday
night, Though the Cats had
defeated Northeastern twice

WOMEN'S HOCKEY, page 27

Men's b-ball team
stopped by Niagara
By Steve Langevin
To be successful, a college
basketball team needs to get a
consistent effort for the entire
game.
Last night in Niagara Falls,
NY, the UNH men's basketball
ream found out the hard way as
the Niagara Purple Eagles posted a 65-59 come-from-behind
win.
It w·as an important North

UNH's Andy Johnston(20) tries to slow No~theastern's Andre LaFleur(3) Tuesday night.
UNH lost to Northeastern and then to.Niagara last night. (Steve Langevin photo)

Atlantic Conference tilt for the
Wildcats who saw their conference record dip to 2-6, while the
Purple Eagles record soars to
5-3.
The W ildcars controlled the
game in the first half, leading
by as much as nine before
settling for a 36-30 halftime
lead.
On offense UNH showed
patience and good ball movement as evidenced by its 13-24
shooting. T11e second half however was a different story.
Niagara switched into an
aggressive man-to-man defense
which gave· UNH firs. The
Wildcats could manage only six
points in the first eleven minutes of the half as Niagara
forged to a 43-42 lead.

The tempo, which had been
to UNH's liking in the first half,
picked up to the speed the
Eagles wanted.
The teams traded baskets
until the score reached 49-48
in Niagara's favor,. then the
Eagles put the game away.
Several UNH turnovers were
converted into quick baskets and
with 5 :00 remaining in the
contest the Wildcats found
themselves trailing by nine, 57 48.
The Wildcats then came to
life, getting as close as four
points in the fin al minute, but
the Eagles held on for the win.
Pacing the Wildcat offense
were guard Andy Johnston and
center Dirk Koopman with 13
points apiece. All of Johnston's
points came in the first half.
The Purple Eagles outstanding forward Joe Arlauckas was
held well below his season·
average with only 11 points, but
sophomore guard Juan Neal
more than made up for Arlauckas by exploding for 24 points.
Both teams were missing
people for the game as the
Wildcats' head coach Gerry Friel
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